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EVOLUTION MX-P 50
Speed: 128

Control: 75

Spin: 120

Sponge: 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF+

The rubber surface of the MX-P50 HARD VERSION is identical to the 
rubber surface of the already familiar MX-P (47.5°). Our professional 
players have already had this high-performance harder sponge 
available to them and due to the new generation of plastic balls, we 
are now making this available for all players. 
This fine-pored version plays noticeably differently with an increased 
forward and direct motion.
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EVOLUTION

EVOLUTION MX-P
Speed: 125

Control: 80

Spin: 120

Sponge: 1,5–1,6 | 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF+

This version confers the highest dynamic and thus makes MX-P 
the fastest rubber of the EVOLUTION rubber family. Thanks to 
the perfect adjustment of the pimple geometry we managed to 
produce a rubber with more flexibility conferring to attacking 
balls extra energy. Thanks to this specificity, MX-P is very well 
adapted to any player’s game, making no concession in terms of 
speed and spin.  
The ball/bat contact time of the MX-P is longer than the refe-
rence time, thus conferring much more sensation. EVOLUTION 
MX-P: chosen by topspin players willing to feel the necessary 
pressure of their strokes at the table and at half distance.

   

EVOLUTION MX-S
Speed: 125

Control: 80

Spin: 120

Sponge: 1,5–1,6 | 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF+

This spin - oriented, dynamic version possesses a much 
longer dwell time thanks to the specially developed pimple 
geometry of the rubber surface. It is particularly suited to 
players who employ a more physical action (acceleration of 
arm / arm wrist).  Players using this style of play can release 
the enormous potential and consistent performance of MX-S 
both at the table and at half distance.
EVOLUTION MX-S: the rubber chosen by the majority of 
TIBHAR Bundesliga and National players.
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EVOLUTION EL-S
Speed: 123

Control: 85

Spin: 122

Sponge: 1,5–1,6 | 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF+

The EL-S combines the enormous spin values of the MX-S with 
a completely new rubber surface and the power of the MX-P. 
TIBHAR created a stand-alone rubber in the evolution series, with 
a medium-hard sponge and a specially tuned pimple geometry, 
setting new standards in terms of elasticity.  
The EL-S gives sensational touch despite enormous dynamism 
and high spin values. Excelling at topspin, the EL-S offers high 
rotation and power in all game situations.

   

EVOLUTION EL-P
Speed: 120

Control: 85

Spin: 120

Sponge: 1,5–1,6 | 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF+

EVOLUTION EL-P is the most elastic rubber of the EVOLUTION 
rubber series. EL-P with its medium sponge perfectly fits in 
between the harder MX-P or MX-S and the softer FX-P and thus 
completes the EVOLUTION series. The selected pimple geometry 
of the elastic EL-P does not even come close to the other EVO-
LUTION versions in terms of spin and speed. Very precise and 
powerful strokes can be realized at half distance or at the table.
EVOLUTION EL-P: chosen by most of the Topspin players for 
whom the MX version is too hard and the FX version too soft, but 
are putting the emphasis on rotation and power.

   

EVOLUTION

Available with 1.5–1.6 mm 
sponge

EVOLUTION

Available with 1.5–1.6 mm 
sponge
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EVOLUTION FX-P
Speed: 115

Control: 90

Spin: 120

Sponge: 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF

FX-P is the most flexible and soft version of the EVOLUTION 
rubber family. This rubber confers a lot of sensation and control 
in any playing situation. FX-P is a high-performing rubber proven 
by the enormous sound resulting from topspin strokes. The 
rubber surface is rich in spins and its soft sponge with high 
catapult effect gives the sufficient power necessary for a variable 
topspin game.  
The player who likes to attack near the table and is not willing to 
concede any ball while playing a risky game will be delighted by 
the fine tuning of the rubber surface with the soft sponge of the 
EVOLUTION FX-P.

   

EVOLUTION FX-S
Speed: 118

Control: 88

Spin: 122

Sponge: 1,5–1,6 | 1,7–1,8 | 1,9–2,0 | 2,1–2,2 mm

OFF

FX-S is the ‚little brother‘ of the EL-S. The FX-S has the enormous 
spin values of MX-S and the power of the MX-P combined with a 
newly  designed rubber surface. The sponge of the FX-S is softer 
than the sponge of the EL-S, so that the FX-S combined with a 
personalized pimple geometry is more elastic, which generates 
‚Flexible Spin‘. 
The FX-S is much softer than MX-P and MX-S, but slightly harder 
than the FX-P. FX-S significantly distinguishes itself from the 
medium rubbers EL-P and EL-S.

   

EVOLUTION

Available with 1.5–1.6 mm 
sponge
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QUANTUM X PRO
Speed: 125

Control: 80

Spin: 120

Sponge:  1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

QUANTUM X PRO – The new reference – POP (PERFORMANCE 
ON POINT)
Improved speed and ratio “rotation/ball trajectory” –> the ball 
trajectory is better and easier to control. A new,  harder sponge 
confers more power and energy to your strokes. The rubber 
surface is dynamic and adhering. These features are the main 
characteristics of Quantum X Pro.
POP (PERFORMANCE ON POINT) – This technology allows a 
better combination of power and rotation. The focus is not only 
to have a perfectly suited product combining the best playing 
characteristics, but, also and mainly to be able to achieve and 
unify extreme and maximum values in terms of rotation and 
speed.
Many training hours are necessary to achieve this potential. 
This makes the task hard – not only for you but also for your 
opponents.

HYBRID K1  
EUROPEAN VERSION
Speed: 107

Control: 85

Spin: 115

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF+

Hybrid K1 is a rubber „Made in Germany“ developed for the 
standards of Chinese TT art! The extremely catchy, almost sticky 
surface offers a great elasticity and thus, compared to classical 
Chinese rubbers, a multiple on acceleration and speed. 
It is suitable therefore particularly well for the 40+ ball. The medi-
um-hard, coarse-pored sponge with its excellent catapult rein-
forces the high acceleration potential, extends and strengthens 
the ball-flying curve. The exciting and innovative combination 
of catapult and extremely high rotation, due to the sticky rubber 
surface opens all Topspin players undreamed-of possibilities 
from the half distance and even close to the table. 
The surface of the rubber offers enormous flexibility, including 
high speed in addition to its extreme grip and tack and the resul-
ting high rotation.

         

QUANTUM X PRO / HYBRID K1 5Q
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5Q VIP
Speed: 110

Control: 90

Spin: 118

Sponge: 1,7 |1,9 | 2,1 mm

OFF

5Q VIP is the further development of TIBHAR 5Q. 
5Q VIP perfectly unites four main characteristics: 
• OPTIMAL BALL CURVE (OPTRA) 
• SPIN GENERATION - POWER (SPI)
• ENERGY TRANSFER - PLAYING SENSATION (SPI)
• CONTROL. 
Many years of development and researches were put at profit 
to conceive a revolutionary surface with a new rubber mixture 
allowing to further optimize the ball contact onto the pallet and 
the energy transfer in any type of exchange. However, the most 
remarkable point about this rubber is the further development of 
the sponge.

   

5Q

5Q
POWER UPDATE

Speed: 111

Spin: 116

Control: 88

Sponge: 1,7 |1,9 | 2,1 mm OFF
The proven and highly flexible rubber surface of the rubber Tibhar 5Q was reworked. 5Q Sound 
offers approximately 15% more spin. Combined with a softer sponge, it confers an extraordinary 
playing sensation fitting perfectly into a topspin game. If you place rotations and sensation in 
your game above other playing characteristics, 5Q Sound is made for you! 
5Q Sound confers a sound which is very close to the sound of a speed glued rubber. Controlled, 
spin-friendly strokes, without a big speed loss are the main characteristics of this rubber.

   

5Q SOUND 
POWER UPDATE
Speed: 108

Spin: 117

Control: 93

Sponge: 1,7 |1,9 | 2,1 mm OFF-
The softer version of the Q-rubber-family, 5Q, has a medium-hard sponge conferring lots of rota-
tion to the Topspins and counter Topspins at mid-distance. The rubber surface full of sensation, 
supported by the SPI-Advanced-Technology, confers a wonderful sound and a good handling. 
The newly conceived rubber surface allows lots of rotation and provides the necessary security 
when playing the large pallet of spins.
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AURUS SOFT
Speed: 104

Control: 95

Spin: 112

Sponge: 1,7 | 1,9 | 2,1 mm

OFF

The softer version of Aurus offers a better control with a high ball rebound. This energy-
loaded rubber is ideal for spin-rich strokes and secured topspins, while enabling good 
control. 
Aurus Soft is very well adapted to each game level for an optimal performance.

   

AURUS SOUND
Speed: 100

Control: 105

Spin: 114

Sponge: 1,7 |1,9 | 2,1 mm

OFF-

The softest version of Aurus produces a great sound and pure playing pleasure. The 
balanced playing sensation of the soft sponge and the elastic rubber surface were 
adapted to players who do not want to give up energy-loaded strokes, although missing 
some training hours. 
The SPI technology combined with the soft sponge confers an extraordinary sound. 
Aurus Sound combines sound, dynamic and the highest possible energy.

   

AURUS
Speed: 109

Control: 90

Spin: 110

Sponge: 1,7 | 1,9 | 2,1 mm

OFF+

The rubber for the ambitioned player striving to play topspin strokes in any situation. 
The new technology combined with the ultra soft rubber surface provides an outs-
tanding spin and a great playing sensation, allowing a secured and aggressive game. 
The integrated SPI (Speedglue-Effect-Inside) technology confers an extreme catapult 
reaction to the ball. 
Although you will use very little strength, your balls will be loaded with a lot of spin and 
speed. The exclusive transparent rubber surface confers stability and a long-life-expec-
tancy. Notice the energy of this rubber after only few exchanges.

   

AURUS AURUS
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AURUS

AURUS PRIME
Speed: 120

Control: 80

Spin: 118

Sponge: 1,7 | 1,9 | 2,1 | MAX mm

OFF+

An ideal choice for the offensive technical player who plays an 
attacking  all-action game and requires perfect ball placement 
even when his opponent plays passive strokes. The smooth 
and spin oriented rubber surface combined with a middle hard, 
catapult loaded sponge will enable the user, in almost any 
playing situation, to put the sufficient amount of pressure on his 
opponent. With the innovative SSP technology (a thinner and 
smooth rubber surface combined with a thicker sponge), the 
result is a fast and catapult friendly offensive rubber; this rubber 
also combines an excellent price/quality ratio.
The Prime version of Aurus comes with our new and exclusive 
purple coloured sponge.

   

AURUS SELECT
Speed: 108

Control: 90

Spin: 115

Sponge: 1,7 | 1,9 | 2,1 | MAX mm

OFF

The innovative SSP technology (a thinner and smooth rubber sur-
face combined with a thicker sponge) is a real positive for speed 
but also provides optimized spin ratings and fantastic sensation. 
Aurus Select is an allrounder and constitutes the perfect weapon 
for the experienced player seeking consistent performance. 
The Select version of Aurus comes with our new and exclusive 
pink colored sponge.
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QUANTUM

QUANTUM S
Speed: 110

Control: 92

Spin: 117

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

We put the focus on catapult response at the precise moment of 
bat/ball contact. Quantum and Quantum S will also allow you to 
keep the dynamics of your strokes even after switching over to 
plastic balls.  The composition of the sponge produces fantastic 
playing sensation and a totally regular ball trajectory.  Your 
strokes will be loaded with just the right amount of energy thanks 
to the perfect pimple/rubber partnership. 
Choose Quantum S for control and sensation.

   

QUANTUM
Speed: 112

Control: 90

Spin: 114

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF+

We put the focus on catapult response at the precise moment of 
bat/ball contact. 
Quantum and Quantum S will also allow you to keep the dyna-
mics of your strokes even after switching over to plastic balls.  
The composition of the sponge produces fantastic playing sen-
sation and a totally regular ball trajectory.  Your strokes will be 
loaded with just the right amount of energy thanks to the perfect 
pimple/rubber partnership. 
Choose Quantum for a fast game.

   

GENIUS
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GENIUS

GENIUS
Speed: 107

Control: 94

Spin: 109

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF+

GENIUS is obviously focused on spin, since more spin signifies 
more speed. More spin also means that the angle of the ball 
rebound is more upright conferring a bow-formed ball curve, 
giving more precision to your strokes and therefore putting your 
adversary under pressure. 
The new form of the inverted pimples enables a more dynamic 
and spin-rich game. Thanks to the new caoutchouc composition 
the rubbers will last longer.

   

GENIUS OPTIMUM
Speed: 109

Control: 90

Spin: 112

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF+

Based on the Optra and Speed Effect Inside Technologies and its 
further developments, TIBHAR created a Premium product, GE-
NIUS OPTIMUM. The pimple structure of GENIUS OPTIMUM is a 
little bit different and smaller than the pimple structure of Genius, 
thus conferring more rotation and an unbelievable dynamic in 
topspin games. 
Are you looking for a rubber for your double-sided topspin game, 
would you rather play topspin duets? GENIUS OPTIMUM is made 
for you.
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NIMBUS DELTA

NIMBUS DELTA V
Speed: 106

Control: 90

Spin: 107

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

We made the decision to produce a new generation of rubbers 
that concentrate the three fundamental characteristics of 
our highly successful NIMBUS rubber family - speed, playing 
sensation and control. When compared to the original NIMBUS 
ranges, both versions - Delta V and Delta S - have a new pimple 
orientation providing a more dynamic and an extreme catapult 
reaction to the ball. 
Delta V is the faster version – for the player striving to play a fast 
game.

   

NIMBUS DELTA S
Speed: 104

Control: 90

Spin: 110

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF-

We made the decision to produce a new generation of rubbers 
that concentrate the three fundamental characteristics of 
our highly successful NIMBUS rubber family - speed, playing 
sensation and control. When compared to the original NIMBUS 
ranges, both versions - Delta V and Delta S - have a new pimple 
orientation providing a more dynamic and an extreme catapult 
reaction to the ball. 
Delta S is the version with more feeling and playing sensation – 
for the player striving to play a spinier game.

   

NIMBUS
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NIMBUS

NIMBUS
Speed: 104

Control: 93

Spin: 99

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

NIMBUS without the speed glue application has the incredible Spin-Speed-Dynamic plus 
the typical sound and ball contact feeling of a freshly speed glued rubber sheet. With a 
45° sponge hardness it is not only the hardest NIMBUS rubber but also the fastest. 
It provides offensive players positively with a first-class playing sensation and the 
necessary control.

   

NIMBUS SOUND
Speed: 97

Control: 100

Spin: 100

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF-

Thanks to the new SPI technology the playing sensation and sound are highly emphasi-
zed. The extremely soft sponge gives this rubber an extraordinary sound and high spin. 
It also gives players high potential for flexibility in stroke play. 
This rubber is especially designed for players who are looking for more than just speed 
in a rubber - it provides extreme spin rotation which improves the delivery of a strong 
offensive stroke play.

   

NIMBUS SOFT
Speed: 100

Control: 95

Spin: 99

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF-

The soft version of NIMBUS will definitely impress all players who like playing with very 
soft offensive rubbers. NIMBUS SOFT with its 37.5° sponge hardness has an exceeding-
ly perceptive ball control and was developed in such a way that, even in extreme playing 
situations, it will provide a large margin for technical error. 
The very small speed loss is fully compensated by the enormous increase of control 
this rubber provides.
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SINUS

SINUS ALPHA
Speed: 105

Control: 93

Spin: 103

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

SINUS ALPHA possesses a softer sponge and develops its strengths especially during 
a passive game, because it provides an even better control. It is not as fast as its harder 
twin; however, it transmits unequalled precision during fast topspins and blocking balls. 
Balls played with this rubber have a longer and evenly curved trajectory, putting even 
more pressure on the opponent. 
TIBHAR SINUS ALPHA is the ideal rubber for players looking for unlimited dependability, 
in addition to acceleration.

   

SINUS SOUND
Speed: 102

Control: 95

Spin: 105

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF-

Thanks to its pronounced ball curve the ‘loud’ variety of the SINUS series is making it 
the ideal partner to forgive almost all mistakes. SINUS SOUND is softer than SINUS or 
SINUS ALPHA thanks to its integrated speed-glue-effect sponge. It guarantees a great 
game sensation and optimal ball contact. Even during slow topspin exchanges. SINUS 
SOUND permits lots of spin and speed. 
This rubber offers the balanced combination of sound, spin, speed, sensation and cont-
rol. It is the ideal rubber for players whose recurring focus is ball sensation.

   

SINUS
Speed: 107

Control: 92

Spin: 102

Sponge: 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

OFF

TIBHAR SINUS was developed especially for high-performance sport. Because high-per-
formance players always favoured harder sponges for a powerful play, TIBHAR SINUS 
was purposely fitted with a relative hard sponge in response. It is almost impossible to 
surpass this rubber. During stroke execution players feel that they can transmit tremen-
dous speed to the ball despite small movement. 
The sponge combined with the adhering and elastic SINUS surface impresses by its 
rotation behaviour, giving advantages to the player during topspin strokes but also 
and especially during services and short exchanges. A new rotation era has now been 
achieved. Despite the relatively hard sponge, SINUS provides the ever popular fresh-glue 
sound.

   

RAPID
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RAPID

RAPID
Speed: 96

Control: 93

Spin: 95

Sponge: 1,6 | 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

ALL+

The most classical of all offensive TIBHAR rubbers! The mid-soft 
sponge and the extremely elastic surface make RAPID in 2.0 mm 
and max a very powerful offensive rubber for attackers operating 
with spin, counter spin and hard strokes. 
With a sponge thickness of 1.6 mm and 1.8 mm RAPID is an 
ALL/OFF rubber with very good control, granting you all the 
necessary security in a block game.

RAPID SOFT
Speed: 95

Control: 95

Spin: 96

Sponge: 1,6 | 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

ALL+

The soft version of the classical RAPID rubber. Its construction 
is based on a sponge with a big portion of synthetic caoutchouc 
parts, which at first glance give the feeling of a softer rubber, but 
nevertheless enable the needed catapult effect and speed. 
It is ideally adapted to an offensive game with a lot of variety 
and sensitive openings towards undercut. You will also feel very 
secure while serving with this rubber.
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ALLROUND

VARI SPIN D.TECS
Speed: 82

Control: 90

Spin: 100

Sponge: 1,5 | 1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

ALL

Due to the D.TecS technology this Allrounder is a wonder as far as ball control and spin 
are concerned. The built-in tension in the rubber surface and sponge offers a moderate 
acceleration, keeping the typical characteristics of VARI SPIN intact. 
Especially conceived for Allround players, this rubber is easy to control.

SPEEDY SPIN
Speed: 96

Control: 94

Spin: 94

Sponge: 1,0 | 1,3 | 1,5 |1,7 | 1,9 | 2,1 mm

ALL+

The classical Japanese attacking rubber was constantly updated to meet the latest 
technical requirements and standards. Extremely fast and rotation friendly, this rubber 
is the absolute weapon in anybody’s hands – hard strokes, sharp topspins, a varied 
game at the table and above the table – everything is possible! 
Additionally, its surface has a long life expectancy.

VARI SPIN
Speed: 80

Control: 97

Spin: 100

Sponge: 1,2 | 1,5 |1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm

ALL

Even without much training, this allrounder rubber is well controllable and guarantees 
lots of fun at playing. VARI SPIN is characterized by its elastic surface, which has a 
permanent adherence and big rotation reserves, enabling more variety to the player 
during ball exchange and service. 
The mid-soft sponge guarantees excellent control. With the thick sponge the rubber is 
ideal for an offensive, controlled spin game. With the thin sponge it is the perfect rubber 
for a secured defense.

SUPER DEFENSE
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SUPER DEFENSE

SUPER DEFENSE 40
Speed: 64

Control: 99

Spin: 105

Sponge: 0,5 | 0,9 | 1,3 | 1,5 | 1,7 | 1,9 mm

DEF+

Defensive players most especially are more and more looking for 
a variable play, thus constantly increasing their material require-
ments. SUPER DEFENSE 40, with a relatively hard sponge, puts 
all the necessary instruments at the disposition of the defensive 
player, especially when playing disturbing actions. 
The rubber delivers all the energy needed to execute very fast 
offensive actions while keeping a good control.

SUPER DEFENSE 40 SOFT
Speed: 60

Control: 102

Spin: 105

Sponge: 1,3 | 1,6 mm

DEF

The soft version of SUPER DEFENSE 40 offers even better 
control with excellent potential for spin variations. It provides an 
allround defensive play and supports effective table strategies. 
SUPER DEFENSE 40 SOFT offers the modern defensive player 
the possibility of not only putting his adversary technically under 
pressure but also applying even more tactical force in an allround 
defensive play.
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SHORT PIMPLES

SPEEDY SOFT
Speed: 100

Spin: 55

Control: 94

Sponge: 1,0 | 1,5 |2,0 mm ALL+
Ball control, speed, pimple effect - these are the most important characteristics for players who 
want to play an active, fast and always dangerous game at the table, while using short pimple 
rubbers. The relative short pimples guarantee an unbelievable acceleration. 
The absolutely well adapted soft sponge on the rubber surface permits a good control of the ball 
without affecting the desired ‘pimple effect‘.

SPEEDY SOFT D.TECS
Speed: 103

Spin: 45

Control: 93

Sponge: 1,5 | 2,0 mm OFF-
We combined the short pimples of SPEEDY SOFT with the proven D.TecS technology. The result 
is astonishing because the short pimples do not only deliver speed during the open game, but 
additionally an increased disturbing effect for the adversary, especially during counter and block 
balls.

SPEEDY SOFT D.TECS XD
Speed: 108

Spin: 55

Control: 77

Sponge: 1,5 |1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm OFF+
Welcome to a new member of the popular „short-pimple-out family“. Speedy Soft D.TeCs XD is a combination 
of catapult rich sponge and wide pimples on the rubber surface, which gives the following advantages:
•  Speedy balls in open play, which is especially noticeable with the new plastic balls
•  The combination of a high portion of integrated natural rubber combined with the high elasticity of the 

pimple rubber permits high spin generation
•  Speedy Soft D.TeCs XD is perfectly suited to block and counter play whilst retaining excellent control of the 

ball. It allows you to counter your opponent’s disturbing shots with ease
•  You have a direct influence on the typical disturbing effect of the pimples by changing the angle of the ball/

bat contact zone
•  Chop shots are easy to handle

SPEEDY SOFT XD
Speed: 105

Spin: 50

Control: 80

Sponge: 1,5 |1,8 | 2,0 | MAX mm OFF
A short pimple rubber for the attacker who plays at the table. The grippy pimple heads allow a 
large variation of spins and at the same time an easy transition for players from reverse rubber 
to short pimples. 
The catapult rich sponge provides high speed and the elastic rubber surface enables you to put 
the required pressure on your opponent in all situations.

LONG PIMPLES
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LONG PIMPLES

EXTRA LONG
Speed: 10/30

Spin: 60/70

Control: 90/85

Sponge: OX | 1,5 mm ALL-
This half-long pimple rubber guarantees an excellent control while granting at the same time a 
great potential to create disturbing effects. These effects are reinforced with the OX version. 
EXTRA LONG is the ideal rubber for players privileging a secure but nevertheless dangerous 
playing device.

GRASS D.TECS
Speed: 45

Spin: 95

Control: 75

Sponge: OX | 0,5 | 0,9 | 1,2 | 1,6 mm DEF
The combination of the D.TecS technology with that of the classical Grass gives totally new va-
rieties to both chop and chop block. The in-built tension of the rubber surface and sponge makes 
the pimples more elastic and produces incredible backspin.  
Excellent control and sufficient speed to counter your opponent’s disturbing, attacking shots.

GRASS
Speed: 40

Spin: 90

Control: 75

Sponge: OX | 1,0 | 1,5 | 2,0 mm DEF
The wave of these longest Japanese pimples at bat-ball-contact compares to the wave of the 
grass in the wind. These extreme long and soft Japanese pimples are easy to control and to play, 
although dangerous. 
The adhering and at the same time very elastic long pimples make it possible to play the whole 
pallet of the undercut variations.

GRASS ULTRA
Speed: 54

Spin: 95

Control: 85

Sponge: OX | 0,5 | 1,0 | 1,5 mm DEF
GRASS ULTRA is a long-pimple rubber with an adhering surface (complies with the ITTF 
regulation). The newly developed rubber surface permits a large variety of undercut balls during 
a defensive game, but also disturbing attacks at the table, while your attacking balls will remain 
unpredictable for your opponents. The 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm versions even provide the possibility 
of light counter balls. 
This rubber possesses a disturbing effect which is very well adapted to a defensive but also a 
block game style.
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ALLROUND

DANG
Speed: 87

Control: 88

Spin: 93

Sponge: 1,5 | 2,0 mm

ALL-

Developed for TIBHAR by Chinese technological experts and adapted to European play 
by European top coaches. 
The grippy rubber surface combined with the hard sponge confers the player enough 
flexibility to change controlled, spin attacks into stroke techniques with very few rotati-
ons while keeping the maximum control.

VOLCANO +
Speed: 78

Control: 96

Spin: 93

Sponge: 1,6 | 1,8 |  2,0 | MAX mm

ALL-

Unbeatable Allround rubber at a very competitive price: this rubber possesses lots of 
energy. The controlled Allrounder has a weapon in his hands. 
The mid-soft sponge congers sufficient energy reserves, while the adhering surface can 
create considerable rotations.

LEGEND
Speed: 87

Control: 90

Spin: 96

Sponge: 1,6 | 1,8 |  2,0 | MAX mm

ALL-

An extremely adhering surface combined with a very soft sponge confer this Chinese 
rubber European playing characteristics as well. 
This is the ideal rubber for players who are looking for much rotation and much sensa-
tion.

BEGINNER
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BEGINNER

ELLEN DEF/OFF
Speed: 20/25

Control: 100/90

Spin: 50/40

Sponge: 1,5 | 2,0 mm

DEF DEF+

This anti-topspin and anti-rotation rubber with disturbing effects is different because of 
its braking effect thus conferring an unequalled ball control. ELLEN DEF is the ideal rub-
ber for the classical defensive player due to a soft sponge giving even topspin sensitive 
players an optimal control. 
ELLEN OFF with a 10° harder sponge is the ideal rubber for a variable and active mate-
rial game at the table.

NORM
Speed: 55

Control: 90

Spin: 65

Sponge: 1,7 mm

ALL-

Due to the adhering surface and the soft sponge, this rubber is especially adapted to the 
Allround game with rotation variations.

LEARN SPIN
Speed: 50

Control: 100

Spin: 60

Sponge: 1,5 mm

ALL-

This rubber was especially created for learning different stroke techniques. 
The grippy surface combined with a soft sponge provides the necessary control and 
rotation.
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RUBBERS

RUBBER OVERVIEW
PIMPLES IN MM STRATEGY SPEED CONTROL SPIN SPONGE HARDNESS °

5Q 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF 111 88 116 45
5Q SOUND 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF- 108 93 117 37,5
5Q VIP 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF 110 90 118 45
AURUS 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF+ 109 90 110 47,5
AURUS PRIME 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 / MAX OFF+ 120 80 118 47,5
AURUS SELECT 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 / MAX OFF 108 90 115 45
AURUS SOFT 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF 104 95 112 42,5
AURUS SOUND 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF- 100 105 114 35
DANG 1,5 / 2,0 ALL- 87 88 93 50
EVOLUTION FX-P 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF 115 90 120 39,1 - 41,1
EVOLUTION FX-S 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF 118 88 122 41 - 43
EVOLUTION EL-P 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF+ 120 85 120 42,4 - 44,4
EVOLUTION EL-S 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF+ 123 85 122 43,8 - 45,8
EVOLUTION MX-P 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF+ 125 80 120 45,7 - 47,7
EVOLUTION MX-P50 2,1 OFF+ 128 75 120 50
EVOLUTION MX-S 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 OFF+ 125 80 120 45,7 - 47,7
GENIUS 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF+ 107 94 109 47,5
GENIUS OPTIMUM 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF+ 109 90 112 47,5
HYBRID K1 EUROPEAN VERSION 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF+ 107 85 115 50
LEARN SPIN 1,5 ALL- 50 100 60 30
LEGEND 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL- 87 90 96 42,5
NIMBUS 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 104 93 99 45
NIMBUS ∆S 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF- 104 90 110 42,5
NIMBUS ∆V 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 106 90 107 47,5
NIMBUS SOFT 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF- 100 95 99 37,5
NIMBUS SOUND 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF- 97 100 100 32,5
NORM 1,7 ALL- 55 90 65 30-40
QUANTUM 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF+ 112 90 114 50
QUANTUM S 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 110 92 117 45
QUANTUM X PRO 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 125 80 120 47,5
RAPID 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL+ 96 93 95 42,5
RAPID SOFT 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL+ 95 95 96 35
SINUS 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 107 92 102 47,5
SINUS ALPHA 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 105 93 103 42,5
SINUS SOUND 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF- 102 95 105 35
SPEEDY SPIN 1,0 / 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 ALL+ 96 94 94 45
SUPER DEFENSE 40 0,5 / 0,9 / 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 DEF+ 64 99 105 45
SUPER DEFENSE 40 SOFT 1,3 / 1,6 DEF 60 102 105 35
VARI SPIN 1,2 / 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL 80 97 100 38
VARI SPIN D.TECS 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL 82 90 100 32,5
VOLCANO+ 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX ALL- 78 96 93 37,5 - 42,5

SHORT PIMPLES MM STRATEGY SPEED CONTROL SPIN SPONGE HARDNESS °

SPEEDY SOFT D.TECS 1,5 / 2,0 OFF- 103 93 45 35
SPEEDY SOFT 1,0 / 1,5 / 2,0 ALL+ 100 94 55 45
SPEEDY SOFT XD 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF 105 80 50 40
SPEEDY SOFT D.TECS XD 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,0 / MAX OFF+ 108 77 50 40

ANTI SPIN MM STRATEGY SPEED CONTROL SPIN SPONGE HARDNESS °

ELLEN DEF/OFF 1,5 / 2,0 DEF / DEF+ 20 / 25 100 / 90 50 / 40 28 / 38

LONG PIMPLES MM STRATEGY SPEED CONTROL SPIN SPONGE HARDNESS °

EXTRA LONG OX / 1,5 ALL- 10 / 30 90 / 85 60 / 70 35
GRASS D.TECS OX / 0,5 / 0,9 / 1,2 / 1,6 DEF 45 75 95 47,5
GRASS OX / 1,0 / 1,5 / 2,0 DEF 40 75 90 50
GRASS ULTRA OX / 0,5 / 1,0 / 1,5 DEF 54 85 95 40

RUBBER TECHNOLOGIES
SPI / SPI ADVANCED
Due to the SPI feature (Speed glue-Effect Inside System) designed by 
TIBHAR, speed gluing belongs to the past. This SPI system incorpo-
rates all explosive dynamics of speed glue without having to actually 
glue-up. The speed glues of yesteryears belong to the past.

RED POWER SPONGE
RED POWER SPONGE constitutes the basis for the high performance 
potential of the rubbers TIBHAR EVOLUTION. The results of this 
sponge technology:  sensation and precision by passive strokes, a 
somewhat longer ball-bat contact by topspin opening and full power by 
attacking strokes with the highest dose of catapult effect.

OPTRA
Thanks to the OPTRA technology, the rubber tremendously increases 
its spin potential. The liberated energy is transformed into accelera-
tion: the more spin you realize, the faster your ball gets. The high spin 
of the ball stabilizes its trajectory: your game is more precise, although 
riskier.

PRO TENSION
The RED POWER SPONGE technology constitutes the basis of our high 
performance rubbers TIBHAR EVOLUTION offering a wide pallet of 
different playing characteristics: sensation and precision in a passive 
game, a more or less longer contact of the ball onto the racket in a 
topspin opening game, pure power with just enough catapult effect in 
an attacking game.

CLEAR TECHNOLOGY
This technology has been developed to drastically reduce the 
diameters of the small parts which result from chemical reactions. 
The result is a very beneficial consequence for table tennis rubbers. 
Through precise vulcanization the rubber now benefits from improved 
dynamics, which increases the rubber’s durability.

SYNT EFFICIENCY
SYNT-EFFICIENCY means more dynamic and catapult effect with the 
new plastic balls, while deploying the same stroke level. Developed for 
playing with plastic balls.

D.TECS
Besides a gluing technique, the basis of the D.TecS technology is also 
the utilization of selected, innovative polymers in the elaboration of 
the rubber surface and sponge. D.TecS rubbers have the same playing 
characteristics as speed-glued rubbers: they also possess their unique 
sound.

SSP CATAPULT TECHNOLOGY
SSP stands for “Super-Sized Pad“ – a brand new technology consisting 
in a much thinner rubber surface in favor of a thicker sponge. As you 
shift less mass, the power transfer from the rubber to the ball will 
function optimally – higher speed, especially in small exchanges such 
as flips, banana flips, blocks and spin blocks above or near the table. 
The rubber with the maximum thickness has a thicker sponge thanks 
to the thinner rubber surface. A thicker sponge means more power and 
acceleration potential. The SSP technology confers more potency at a 
higher speed, mainly in topspin and counter topspin exchanges.

BLADES
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BLADES

BLADE TECHNOLOGIES
DYNEEMA
FORTINO with Dyneema®, the world‘s strongest fiberTM has set the bar at a new 
high in the blade market. The innovative combination of carbon with Dyneema®, 
the world‘s strongest fiberTM‘ opens a new era in blade production. The use of this 
special fabric provides the best value in terms of bend-resistance and hardness. 
“Ultra-light - super strong”, the strength to weight ratio makes the Dyneema®, the 
world‘s strongest fiberTM the strongest fibre in the world. In addition, vibration is 
reduced to a minimum, the sweet spot of the blade is dramatically increased. The 
very stiff carbon fibers generate high catapult values with resultant high speeds.

CONTACT LIGHT SYSTEM
Our simple but genius way of making the grip lighter and improving the ball 
control: For a better ball contact and a better control, it is absolutely important 
that the grip, which transmits the effects resulting from the ball contact on the 
racket shape, should be full. The result? Full grips with an ultra light Balsa centre, 
optimizing the transfer of the racket shape vibrations to the hand of the player. 
Causal connection: lighter grip > shifting of the centre of gravity > centre of gravity 
= point of impact between ball contact and racket shape > optimisation of control 
and speed.

CARBON TECHNOLOGY
Carbon fibres obey to a special fabrication order which confers more hardness 
but also more elasticity to your blade, thus enabling more powerful balls, even 
when deploying very little effort in your game.

EXBO
The abbreviation EXBO stands for Extreme Bounce Layers. With this techno-
logy, a reinforcement of the catapult effect is achieved by a special kind of 
gluing the veneer layers.

SPONGE GRIP SYSTEM
The newly developed grip comfort system „SGS“ (Sponge-Grip-System) ensures 
an optimal transfer of the impulses to the hand when the ball touches the racket 
shape, out of what a clearly more sensitive ball sensation results. The middle part 
of the grip composed of foam permits an excellent and very comfortable handling 
of the bat.

SMALL HANDS
Since children have smaller hands and hence less strength, we developed special 
blades for the child’s hand. These blades feature a narrower and shorter concave 
grip, which fits perfectly into the child’s hand. The racket shape we created based 
on this concept is lighter and handier. Blades featuring the Small Hands techno-
logy can be played while deploying very little effort.

HYBRID ZC
Hybrid ZC is a high tech composite material of Zylon and carbon fibres formed 
in an autoclave, such as parts for aircrafts or racing vehicles. As the pro-
duction runs with the same precision, it confers an unequaled and constant 
level of quality. Hybrid ZC combines the high repulsive power of carbon with 
the strength and elasticity of Zylon to provide a stable balance of powerful 
attacking and feeling for defense.

SENSORY AMPLIFIER
The new S.AM technology in the handle optimises the player’s response to his 
opponents shots through enhanced feel, improved anticipation and instinctive 
shot selection.

BLADE OVERVIEW
MODEL C A S CON PEN WEIGHT PLIES SPEED CONTROL STRATEGY

AKKAD • • • 85G 7 9+ 9 OFF
ALLROUND CLASSIC • • • 85G 5 6+ 8+ ALL
BALSA DEF 25 • • • 75-80G 5 3+ 10 DEF
BALSA ALLROUND 50 • • • 70-75G 5 7- 9 ALL
BALSA FIBRE OFF 60 • • • 70-75G 7 8 8 OFF-
BALSA FIBRETEC 75 • • • 70-75G 5 9- 8- OFF
BALSA SGS • • • 75G 5 7+ 9 ALL+
BLACK CARBON • • • 85G 7 9+ 6+ OFF+
CCA 7 • • • 85-90G 7 8+ 8+ OFF
CCA UNLIMITED • • • 85-90G 7 9 7+ OFF
CHAMP • • 90G 4 7 5 ALL
CHILA OFF • • • 75G 5 7+ 8 OFF
CO-S-3 • 85G 3 3+ 10- DEF
DEFENSE PLUS • • 75G 5 3+ 10 DEF
DRINKHALL ALLROUND CLASSIC • • • 85G 5 6+ 9 ALL+
DRINKHALL OFFENSIVE CLASSIC • • • 85-90G 5 8 8+ OFF-
DRINKHALL POWER SPIN CARBON • • • 85-90G 7 9+ 7+ OFF
FORCE PRO BLACK EDITION • • • 85-90G 7 9- 7+ OFF
FORTINO PERFORMANCE • • • 85G 9 8+ 9 OFF-
FORTINO FORCE • • • 85G 7 9+ 8- OFF
FORTINO PRO • • • 85G 7 10 7+ OFF+
H - 1 - 9 • • • 85G 1 10+ 5- OFF+
H - 3 - 9 • • • 85-90G 3 9+ 6- OFF+
IV-L • • • • 85G 4 7 9- ALL
IV-L BALSA • • • 70G 6 6 9+ ALL
IV-L LIGHT CONTACT • • • 80G 4 7 8 OFF/ALL
IV-L SGS • • • 85-90G 4 7 9 ALL
IV-S • • • • 90G 5 8+ 7+ OFF-
IV-S SGS • • • 85-90G 5 8+ 8 OFF/ALL
KINETIC SPEED • • • 82-87G 7 9 7 OFF
LEBESSON • • • 85G 5 8 8 OFF-
LI QIAN • • 85G 5 4- 10+ DEF
MATCH • • • 90G 5 7- 6- ALL
NIMBUS ALL • • • 80-85G 7 8- 9+ ALL+
NIMBUS OFF • • • 85G 6 8+ 8+ OFF-
NUYTINCK HYBRID ZC • • • 82-87G 7 9- 7 OFF
RAPID CARBON LIGHT • • • 75G 7 9+ 6- OFF+
SAMSONOV ALPHA • • • 85G 5 8 8- OFF-
SAMSONOV ALPHA SGS • • • 85G 5 8 8 OFF-
SAMSONOV CARBON • • • 90-95G 7 10 5+ OFF+
SAMSONOV FORCE PRO • • • 85G 7 9- 7 OFF
SAMSONOV PREMIUM CONTACT • • • 85G 5 8- 8 OFF/ALL 
SAMSONOV PREMIUM JUNIOR • 75G 5 7 6 ALL+
SAMSONOV PURE WOOD • • • 80-85G 5 7 9+ ALL+
SAMSONOV START • 85G 4 5 8 BEGINNER
SAMSONOV STRATUS CARBON • • • 85G 7 10- 7- OFF+
SHANG KUN HYBRID AC • • • 80-90G 7 8 8 OFF-
SHANG KUN HYBRID ZC • • • 80-90G 7 9 7 OFF
SMASH • • • 85G 4 6- 7- ALL
STRATUS POWERDEFENSE • • • 80G 5 6+ 10 ALL
STRATUS POWERWOOD • • • 85G 5 9 7+ OFF-
SZÖCS SIGNATURE 1 • • • 85G 7 8- 8+ OFF-
TECHNO POWER CONTACT • • • 85G 5 7-/6- 8-/9 ALL+
TRIPLE CARBON • • • 90G 11 10 6- OFF+
VS UNLIMITED • • • 85-90G 7 9 8+ OFF

Key:  C=concave  |  A=anatomic  |  s=straight  |  CON=conic  |  PEN=Penholder

HANDLE SHAPES   straight   concave   anatomic   conic   Penholder
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FORTINO SHANG KUN

FORTINO PRO
Speed: 10

Control: 7+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5+2 OFF+   
The fastest blade among the TIBHAR SUPER STRONG 
SERIES. 
Thanks to a fabric made from carbon and Dyneema®, the 
world’s strongest fiber™, this 7-ply wood provides good sta-
bility, vibrations are reduced to the minimum and the sweet 
spot increased. 
Offensive players who do not like compromises and need 
to make the most of their blade in all playing situations are 
guaranteed good ball feedback. The high-end fabric of this 

FORTINO variant is located under the surface layers and 
permits a harder service, you can play dynamic topspins 
with more penetrative power. The high-end fiber comes into 
its own in a game of block and counter and the penetration 
power of your strokes is extraordinary. 
Especially with regard to the different plastic balls and needs 
the realization of this wood took very long. The result is a 
next-generation attack wood and an ideal solution for offensi-
ve players, not only in professional sports.

FORTINO FORCE

OFF
Speed: 9+

Control: 8-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5+2   
7-ply offensive wood of the TIBHAR SUPER STRONG SERIES, honouring the 
name „Force“. 
It is technically hard to create fast aggressive offensive blades but the concept of 
core reinforced fiber blades, which in term of speed and power are able to compe-
te with outer synthetic fiber blades will be a surprise! The basis for this is the use 
of an innovative fabric made from carbon and Dyneema®, the world’s strongest 
fiber™, which provides an excellent uniform bounce and minimises annoying 
vibrations. In addition, the special choice and combination of the wood veneers 
makes it a very powerful attacking blade  for an uncompromising offensive game.
The FORTINO Force with inside synthetic fibers is designed for an aggressive top-
spin game, amazingly direct but also very precise for all strokes.

FORTINO PERFORMANCE

OFF-
Speed: 8+

Control: 9

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 7+2   
The offensive blade with the highest feel among the TIBHAR SUPER STRONG 
SERIES. 
This 9-ply offensive blade has power in any situation, but also an excellent ball-
feedback thanks to its perfectly matched veneer combination. Thanks to the use 
of the high-end fabric made from a combination of carbon and Dyneema®, the 
world’s strongest fiber™, the sweet spot is increased, vibrations are reduced to 
the minimum and the necessary stability and dynamic are kept. The fabric was 
placed close to the core, so that this FORTINO variant is perfectly suited to mo-
dern table tennis sports, enhancing speed, catapult reserves and the necessary 
control. 
With pride we can say there is no other wood with this Setup currently on the 
market. A real innovation, a fiber-reinforced attack wood of the latest generation, 
consisting of 9 layers and still relatively light and with great touch – TIBHAR 
FORTINO suits the offensive game and puts the emphasis on punchy but control-
led attacking games!
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SHANG KUN

SHANG KUN HYBRID ZC
Speed: 9

Control: 7

Weight: 80-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
Agility, suppleness, precision, clarity, determination and 
consistency compose the main characteristics of the blade of 
this highly talented former Chinese international. The player‘s 
style (spirit and playing intelligence) is reflected in this blade. 

The specially selected and chosen materials (Hybrid ZC) bring 
clarity and determination to the strokes.
Sensation, precision and dynamics are the winning three 
components of Shang Kun Hybrid ZC.

SHANG KUN HYBRID AC
Speed: 8

Control: 8

Weight: 80-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF-   
The Hybrid AC fibers placed directly on the inner veneer pro-
vide the necessary stability with almost unlimited variability. 
The difference to Shang Kun ZC is that the ball contact is 

more intensive and also longer. This opens up more possibili-
ties and is therefore ideal for the flexible attacking player.
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CCA ZYLON FIBERS

CCA UNLIMITED
Speed: 9

Control: 7+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
The oversized sweet spot of CCA Unlimited confers the 
necessary amount of control in an offensive game. The fast 
acceleration potential of this wood is the result of the balan-
ced combination of its carbon fibres with catapult friendly 
layers, even when playing a topspin game at half distance 

from the table, without losing the necessary stability when 
playing counter and block. 
Adapted to an offensive game with the perfect balance bet-
ween hardness and sensation.

CCA 7
Speed: 8+

Control: 8+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
Named after the initials of the World Champion in doubles, 
CCA 7 convinces by its high potential of acceleration and 
speed. Although being a very fast blade, the serve remains 
soft. CCA 7 confers lots of sensation and is very spin friendly. 

It opens the possibility to play hard undercut Topspins at the 
table and at half distance. The Chen Chien-An playing style 
corresponds to powerful Topspins and a backhand full of 
sensation. Adapted to a spin friendly and fast game.
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ZYLON FIBERS

KINETIC SPEED
Speed: 9

Control: 7

Weight: 82-87 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
The secret of this blade lies in its unusual composition from 
synthetic fibres. They create an extraordinary sweet spot and 
an unsurpassed sensation when serving. 
Perfect for an offensive game both at the table or at mid dis-

tance. Even in high-speed rallies, KS Kinetic Speed is totally 
controllable. Reaching new heights, this high-quality blade 
combines lightness, flexibility and stability.

   

NUYTINCK HYBRID ZC
Speed: 9-

Control: 7

Weight: 82-87 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
This high-tech blade is composed of two layers of newly de-
veloped synthetic fibres making it ultra-light and stable, while 
at the same time conferring a very precise playing sensation. 
Cédric Nuytinck collaborated with our TIBHAR experts in the 

development of this blade; his focus was to produce a 7-ply 
blade that he could use, that is dynamic and mid hard in feel. 
The innovative NUYTINCK HYBRID ZC – extreme speed, 
catapult friendly and precision quality.
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BALSA BALSA

BALSA ALLROUND 50
Speed: 7-

Control: 9

Weight: 70-75 g

Plies: 5 ALL   
In the development of the Balsa Allround 50 we put the focus 
on both control and ball sensation. It allows you to play both 
a controlled topspin game, or block and counter shots at the 

table in complete comfort. The 5.0 mm thick Balsa core is the 
basis for an optimal balance between speed and control.

BALSA DEF 25
Speed: 3+

Control: 10

Weight: 75-80 g

Plies: 5 DEF   
The Balsa Def 25 is the ideal weapon for a defensive game. 
The oversize yet lightweight blade and the Balsa core veneer 

allow the highest control in all defensive strategies.  
Maintain high control in all situations!
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BALSA

BALSA FIBRETEC 75
Speed: 9-

Control: 8-

Weight: 70-75 g

Plies: 5 OFF   
An extra light blade. Balsa Fibretec 75 is perfectly suited 
to aggressive offensive rallies. Its 7.5 mm thick Balsa core 
provides high speed and an enormous potency. 

The two layers of glass fibres increase the stability and allow 
you to play, thanks to the greater sweet spot, fast attacking 
topspin strokes.

BALSA FIBRE OFF 60
Speed: 8

Control: 8

Weight: 70-75 g

Plies: 7 OFF-   
The Balsa Fibre OFF 60 is designed for players who like to 
play an offensive game but at the same time want to place 
very precise shots. Compared to the Fibretec 75 it has more 
control for your passive game. 

It is extra light with good speed potential and is very sensa-
tion friendly. The fibreglass layers confer high stability and 
increase the sweet spot.
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FORCE PRO BLACK EDITION
Speed: 9-

Control: 7+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
The brother of the Samsonov Force Pro blade; Vladi 
Samsonov, our multiple European and World Cup champion 
personally tested the prototype and said: “you can really feel 
each ball on the blade, no matter if you hit it hard or slow”. 

It features excellent speed and is supported with good 
acceleration. 
Perfect for players who prefer sensation, speed and spin.

SAMSONOV FORCE PRO
Speed: 9-

Control: 7

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
The blade of the multiple European Champion and World Cup 
winner impresses by its varied speed reserves. The Limba 
outer layers confer its perceptible power. 

The midst and central layers permit an excellent ball control 
to put your adversary under pressure.

SAMSONOV SAMSONOV
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VS UNLIMITED
Speed: 9

Control: 8+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
The VS unlimited wood supports the player due to the large 
sweet spot and the higher control associated with the offen-
sive game. The combination of the high-tech synthetic fibres, 
low vibration, carbon fibre and its optimal transfer of energy, 
is perfect for a variable spin attack and topspin game from 
half distance. What stands out is clearly the optimal transfer 

of energy of your own strokes on the ball and the possibility 
to counter the offensive strokes of your opponent’s, with your 
own offensive strokes. 
This blade provides a good balance between hardness and 
sensation for an offensive game. 5-ply + 2 carbon fibres mix.

   

SAMSONOV PURE WOOD
Speed: 7

Control: 9+

Weight: 80-85 g

Plies: 5 ALL+   
5-ply Allround blade, maintaining the playing characteristics 
that Vladimir Samsonov is renowned for after two decades as 
a world table tennis leader. • Extraordinary playing sensation 
• Great control • Perfect placement in block and topspin Pure 
Wood produces an unlimited range of spins, and of course 

the necessary speed that makes the required acceleration 
possible. 
Enjoy the great characteristics of this high quality blade, 
which sits perfectly in your hand, thanks to the top quality ply 
combination.

SAMSONOV
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DRINKHALL HINOKI

DRINKHALL POWER SPIN CARBON
Speed: 9+

Control: 7+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF   
Paul‘s signature blade providing balance and power both at 
the table and at mid distance. Stable with tremendous control 
and touch when playing a short game, despite the require-
ment for high speed characteristics. 

The combination of high quality arylate carbon and special 
wood plies creates a fantastic sweet spot and elastic feel that 
helps enable him to maintain the upper hand in fast counter 
spin rallies.

DRINKHALL ALLROUND CLASSIC

ALL
Speed: 6+

Control: 9

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5   
Several key ingredients are necessary for a modern allround game: a light balan-
ce, feeling, control and attacking potential. The 5 plies of ayous and lima woods 
are perfect for both experienced and developing players. 
Play a full range of strokes in total confidence.

DRINKHALL OFFENSIVE CLASSIC

OFF-
Speed: 8

Control: 8+

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 5   
A fast blade but with excellent feeling and designed for a traditional topspin 
game. The 5 wood plies undergo special seasoning to create a combination of 
consistency, power and feel. 
The Drinkhall Offensive Classic has a soft touch but with a good level of power 
transfer for a quick reactive attacking play.
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HINOKI

H-3-9
Speed: 9+

Control: 6-

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 3 OFF+   
Like its brother, H-3-9 is 100% made from Hinoki and is a 3-ply 
wood: two external thinner layers and one thicker central layer 
increase the ball control with minimal speed loss. It is more 
dynamic than the H-1-9 and also better controllable. 

The rough edges of the racket shape to the grip were 
smoothened. This blade is available in all grip shapes and 
constitutes the ideal alternative for the offensive player after 
the glue ban.

H-1-9
Speed: 10+

Control: 5-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 1 OFF+   
We changed the design, the racket shape and the weight of 
this legendary wood in order to adapt it to the modern offen-
sive game. The rough edges of the racket shape to the handle 
were smoothened for a nicer feeling in the hand. Hinoki is 

extremely hard and fast and confers the player an excellent 
control. After the glue ban, this blade confers enough speed 
and a powered attacking game. The H-1-9 is available in all 
grip shapes.
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IV IV

IV-L BALSA
Speed: 6

Control: 9+

Weight: 70 g

Plies: 6 ALL   
TIBHAR has made a superior Allround blade of the newest ge-
neration. This blade has principally been designed for players 
who are looking for good ball contact and plenty of control. 
The outer layers are made of the famously tried and tested 
ayous wood, which is both soft and fast and enables a large 

variety of active and passive strokes. 
The essential heart of the blade is constructed with balsa and 
occumé wood making this blade very light with an exceptio-
nal touch.

IV-L
Speed: 7

Control: 9-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 4 ALL    
The very specific plywood combination gives its distinguished 
identity to this soft and fast blade. TIHAR IV-L is just different 
from normal classical ALL/OFF blades. 

This blade amazes by its excellent ball feeling at sufficient 
speed and is perfectly suitable for allround and various atta-
cking players who emphasize control.
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IV

IV-S
Speed: 8+

Control: 7+

Weight: 90 g

Plies: 5 OFF-    
This blade offers you an extraordinary ball feeling having its 
own character among offensive blades. It is a soft and fast 
blade which gives you a lot of speed and precision as well as 

sufficient safety for your spin-oriented offensive game. 
It gives you the feeling that it adapts to your play.

IV-L LIGHT CONTACT
Speed: 7

Control: 8

Weight: 80 g

Plies: 4 OFF/ALL   
This TIBHAR allround classic presents itself as an ALL/OFF 
blade due to the applied ‚Contact light System‘. It is lighter 
although it has a bigger racket shape. The grip system shifts 
the centre of gravity and makes this blade fast and more 

controllable. You will enjoy playing with this blade if you look 
for the combination of a secured allround play and powerful 
topspins.
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SGS SGS

IV-S SGS
Speed: 8+

Control: 8

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 5 OFF/ALL   
The offensive Ayous layer combination is also available with 
our SGS grip comfort system. The optimised racket shape 
adapted to the grip shape will permit the full use of your 

offensive potential, without having to give up the unique soft-
fast playing sensation. 
Once in your hand, you won’t give it away anymore!

IV-L SGS
Speed: 7

Control: 9

Weight: 85-90 g

Plies: 4 ALL   
Our classical IV-L and IV-S are also available with the comfort 
grip system, the so called SGS (Sponge Grip System). With 
IV-L SGS we did not make any changes to the classical 
composition of the blade’s unique and especially selected 
Ayous layers.  

Our researches and tests commonly developed with world 
class players resulted in a racket shape adapted to the grip 
shape, making the interval ‘control – acceleration‘ even 
bigger. This grip system gives the necessary impulse to your 
hand.
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SGS

SAMSONOV ALPHA SGS
Speed: 8

Control: 8

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5 OFF-   
Fine 5-ply wood meant for the diversified and attacking offen-
sive allrounder. It impresses by an extraordinary ball control 
and the optimal speed potential. 

If you focus on precision, SAMSONOV ALPHA SGS is made 
for you.

BALSA SGS
Speed: 7+

Control: 9

Weight: 75 g

Plies: 5 ALL+   
BALSA SGS is the perfect mix between lightness and 
offensiveness, conferring an extraordinary ball rebound and 
direction. It is the ideal blade for playing at the table a counter 

and offensive game with very precise topspin strokes. 
The SGS-System provides the requested comfort and confers 
a good balance between speed and control.
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CARBON CARBON

BLACK CARBON
Speed: 9+

Control: 6+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 7 OFF+   
Developed and conceived in collaboration with blade spe-
cialists from China and Korea, this stiff blade offers extreme 
acceleration possibilities and is based on a brand new 
carbon concept. This is a dexterous and lightweight blade 
design, which offers a new visual highlight due to its carbon 

development and optimise the speed factor especially for 
players who are no longer using speed glue but are eager to 
compensate for the loss of speed. 
It will be an ideal complement to TIBHAR‘s high-tech SPI and 
D.TecS technology rubber ranges.

RAPID CARBON LIGHT
Speed: 9+

Control: 6-

Weight: 75 g

Plies: 7 OFF+   
It combines the lightness and extraordinary playing sensation 
of Balsa heart veneers with the power and precision of 
high-tech carbon fibres. It is a lightweight blade enabling a 
good control, even at high speed. Its strengths are fast and 

powerful strokes at the table and at half distance. 
Due to the lightweight and the two carbon layers, players have 
the necessary decisiveness away from the table to play a 
brilliant offensive game.
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CARBON

TRIPLE CARBON
Speed: 10

Control: 6-

Weight: 90 g

Plies: 11 OFF+   
The weapon for the uncompromising attack. The three 
carbon layers confer both high stability as well as an absolute 
big speed reserve. The Ayous layers and the Balsa middle 

layers provide the necessary control. 
It is very well suited for players preferring speed and willing to 
compensate the loss of speed due to the ban of speed glues.

SAMSONOV CARBON
Speed: 10

Control: 5+

Weight: 90-95 g

Plies: 7 OFF+   
Developed in association with Vladimir Samsonov, this blade 
is uncompromising. It is the ideal blade for players willing to 
dominate the table. Especially developed carbon layers com-

bined with sensitive, but nevertheless fast Ayous plywood 
make this blade very powerful.
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BLADES STRATUS

SAMSONOV PREMIUM CONTACT
Speed: 8-

Control: 8

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5 OFF/ALL   
Vladimir Samsonov has designed this plywood layer combi-
nation producing a perfectly balanced offensive blade. The 
grip ‚Contact Light System‘ and the selected layers confer 
high speed and lots of control. 

After the ball contact, the racket shape swings slightly. These 
vibrations are transferred into the hand of the player thanks to 
the ‚Contact light System‘.

TECHNO POWER CONTACT

ALL+
Speed: 7- / 6-

Control: 8- / 9

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5   
All+ blade conceived with Vladimir Samonov‘s assistance, this light slower blade 
still confers enough speed. It distinguishes itself by the elaboration of different 
players for the forehand and backhand, resulting in different playing characteris-
tics. The ply of the forehand is faster whereas the ply of the backhand is for the 
control. 
Conceived with the special racket shape and ‚Contact light System‘ to transfer the 
vibrations resulting from the ball control into the player‘s hand.

SAMSONOV ALPHA

OFF-
Speed: 8

Control: 8-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5   
The combination of precious plywood with its extra strong middle layer guaran-
tees a better ball resilience with more control. 
Even in passive situations the player can switch into an offensive game to counter 
the adversary‘s fast balls. Aggressive block balls can be realized with SAMSONOV 
ALPHA.
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STRATUS

STRATUS POWERWOOD
Speed: 9

Control: 7+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5 OFF-   
This 5-ply offensive blade is characterized by an unlimited 
flexibility. From the hard flip to a finer topspin with lots of spin, 

you will be able to realize the whole pallet of the stroke play 
for the offensive game with STRATUS POWERWOOD.

SAMSONOV STRATUS CARBON

OFF+
Speed: 10-

Control: 7- 

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 7   
TIBHAR selected high-quality wood types and combined them with a new gene-
ration of Kevlar carbon: the ideal prerequisite for an offensive but still controllable 
game. 
The carbon permits the needed hardness and stability in your strokes. Great 
playing sensation!

STRATUS POWERDEFENSE

ALL
Speed: 6+

Control: 10

Weight: 80 g

Plies: 5   
This relatively hard defense blade was built for a modern defensive game. The 
blade head is a little bit bigger than the norm. 
This lightweight blade will enable the player to react fast to almost his entire 
adversary‘s strokes, putting him under pressure, no matter where the player is 
situated at the table.
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BLADES BLADES

LEBESSON
Speed: 8

Control: 8

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5 OFF-   
The blade of the French National Champion 2009, 2017 and 
European Champion 2016, Emmanuel Lebesson, stands for 
modern, athletic attacking table tennis of the French school – 
always keeping the opponent under pressure with uninterrup-

ted action. The extra hard inner veneer enables the necessary 
tempo. You should give it a try – it surely isn‘t as difficult as 
it may seem...

CHILA OFF
Speed: 7+

Control: 8

Weight: 75 g

Plies: 5 OFF   
The blade of the former European Team Champion Patrick 
Chila impresses by its varied speed reserves. The Limba outer 
layers confer its perceptible power. 

The midst and central layers permit an excellent ball control 
to put your adversary under pressure.
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BLADES

SZÖCS SIGNATURE 1
Speed: 8-

Control: 8+

Weight: 80-90 g

Plies: 7 OFF-   
This 7-ply full blade is the ideal weapon for an aggressive and 
powerful game at the table. Speed and balance characterize 
this blade at the half distance. The combination of hard inner 

veneers and more delicate outer veneers make up the quali-
ties to which the Romanian National Top player, Bernadette 
Szöcs, adheres.

ALLROUND CLASSIC

ALL
Speed: 6+

Control: 8+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5   
Light Allround blade of classical construction and an exceptional balance between 
speed, control and ball feeling thanks to the special arrangement of the plywood 
layers and their gluing. 
Ideal for Allround players who prefer lots of ball feeling during topspin with precise 
ball control during block and short exchanges.

AKKAD

OFF
Speed: 9+

Control: 9

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 7   
The characteristics of this blade are based on traditional TIBHAR blade construc-
tion. This 7-ply offensive blade distinguishes itself by a high arc and impressive 
speed potential. AKKAD is obviously suited to plastic balls, increased ball arc and 
high trajectory. 
AKKAD is also a powerful blade which helps a very precise game close to the 
table and puts the opponent under pressure when playing topspin rallies.
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NIMBUS DEFENSIVE

NIMBUS OFF
Speed: 8+

Control: 8+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 6 OFF-   
This 6-ply offensive wood remains very controllable even at 
high speed. It is developed for the modern offensive game 
style and makes large spin varieties possible. 

Ideally suited for semi-soft NIMBUS rubbers. Special surface 
varnish for optimal protection against rubber removal and 
glue remains.

NIMBUS ALL
Speed: 8-

Control: 9+

Weight: 80-85 g

Plies: 7 ALL+   
This blade was especially created for the spin dynamic ALL/
OFF game and is characterized by its balanced ratio of speed 
versus control. With this lightweight blade, the player will feel 
comfortable in any situation. 

It is ideally combinable with the softer rubbers of the NIMBUS 
family: NIMBUS SOFT and NIMBUS SOUND. Special surface 
varnish for optimal protection against rubber removal and 
glue remains.
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DEFENSIVE

LI QIAN
Speed: 4-

Control: 10+

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 5 DEF  
The blade of the 2018 European Champion.
5-ply high quality Japanese defensive blade characterized by 
extraordinary balance and perfect control. The 5-ply allround 
combination offers optimal ball security and is perfectly 

suited to aggressive counter rallies. Perfect for the defensive 
player who needs total control in all situations. 
Racket shape size : 165 x 156 mm

DEFENSE PLUS

DEF
Speed: 3+

Control: 10

Weight: 75 g

Plies: 5  
The TIBHAR specialists for defensive play have developed a blade which makes 
life easier. This blade remains light although it features a bigger racket shape. A 
special combination of the plywood layers with two layers of balsa and the over-
sized blade deliver sufficient braking effects when playing defensive spin. 
Consequently a dream-like ball feeling is sustained by good acceleration that 
makes your surprise attack possible.

CO-S-3

DEF
Speed: 3+

Control: 10-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 3

The ideal blade for the passive, defensive player, looking for maximum braking 
effects and ball control. 
Combined with a sponge rubber, this 3-ply wood enables extreme undercut, while 
combined to a long-pimple rubber, reversed spins can be realized.
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MATCH
Speed: 7-

Control: 6-

Weight: 90 g

Plies: 5 ALL   
TIBHAR MATCH is a sophisticated 5-ply Allround blade with 
offensive character. This especially favourable blade and its 

price are also very interesting for the experienced player.

CHAMP
Speed: 7

Control: 5

Weight: 90 g

Plies: 4 ALL  
TIBHAR CHAMP is the optimal blade for players preferring 
rigorous offensive games. This 4-ply wood represents a 

high-quality alternative for the beginner as well as for the 
experienced player although its price is very favourable.

BLADES BLADES
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SMASH
Speed: 6-

Control: 7-

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 4 ALL   
TIBHAR SMASH is an Allround blade with especially con-
vincing playing characteristics and a favourable price. This 

lightweight blade is ideal for players giving their preference to 
non-heavy blades.

SAMSONOV PREMIUM JUNIOR

ALL+
Speed: 7

Control: 6

Weight: 75 g

Plies: 5

SAMSONOV PREMIUM CONTACT developed and created together with Vladimir 
Samsonov is now available for children and young players. The racket shape and 
the grip of this High-End blade were reduced to perfectly fit children’s hands. 
Like its big brother it confers a great ball feeling, while keeping high tempo thanks 
to the flexible plies.

SAMSONOV START

BEGINNER
Speed: 5

Control: 8

Weight: 85 g

Plies: 4

The solution for the children’s hand. This blade was developed especially for 
children and very young players who have not yet achieved their maturity. We 
therefore reduced the racket shape and the grip. 
This high-quality plies confer the necessary control for beginners.

BLADES
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BATS BATS

 

OUTDOOR SET
• Set with two weatherproof bats in red and blue
• Including three celluloid-free balls

DRINKHALL 1000*
• Hobby bat 
• Pimples inwards 
• Concave

SAMSONOV 1000*
• Hobby bat
• Pimples inwards 
• Concave

* Limited availability

HOBBY BAT
PIMPLES INWARDS 
CONCAVE
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BATS

SAMSONOV 2000 PRO*
• To learn basic table tennis techniques 
•  To start playing in clubs and at competition 

level 
• With ITTF approved rubbers 
• Concave

SAMSONOV 2000*
• To learn basic table tennis techniques 
• With ITTF approved rubbers 
• Concave

CCA 2000*
• To learn basic table tennis techniques
• With ITTF approved rubbers 
• Concave

SAMSONOV JUNIOR*
•  Complete bat designed for the children‘s 

small hand 
• ITTF approved rubbers 
• Phenomenal control 
• Average speed  
• Thinner and shorter grip   
• Concave

* Limited availability
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BATS BATS

SAMSONOV TOP (NORM)*
• Hobby bat with ITTF approved rubbers 
• Ideal to apply techniques in your game to make points
• Concave

SAMSONOV MASTER*
• Ultra handy
• Ideal bat to learn the basic table tennis techniques
•  High catapult angle; excellent control in an offensive 

game

SAMSONOV TRIPLE X*
• Ultra robust high-quality leisure bat  
• ITTF approved rubbers
•  Ideal bat for the beginner or player with good basic 

table tennis techniques 
• Ultra-light and handy

* Limited availability
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BATS

SAMSONOV POWERGRIP*
• Offensive bat 
• For the young and experienced allround player 
• Perfect ball control thanks to the Power Grip system 
• Concave

CCA BALSA LIGHT
• Light bat with central Balsa ply 
• Perfect spin and speed balance  
• Ideally suited to advanced playing techniques 
• ITTF approved Norm pimple inwards rubbers 
• Concave

VOLCANO X
• High-quality, good value bat 
• For cadet and junior players 
• ITTF approved 2.0 mm Volcano rubbers 
• Solid offensive and allround characteristics  
• Concave, anatomic

* Limited availability
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BASIC BALLS COMPETITION BALLS

BASIC 40+ SYNTT NG

PACK OF 72

PACK OF 6

• High-quality table tennis ball 
• Celluloid-free 
• Available in white and orange

  

BASIC 40+ SL

PACK OF 72

PACK OF 6

• Seamless basic ball
• Celluloid-free
• Available in white
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COMPETITION BALLS

HHH 40+ SYNTT NG

PACK OF 72

PACK OF 3

• Premium HHH competition table tennis ball 
• Celluloid-free 
• Best price/performance ratio 
• Available in white and orange

  

HHH 40+ SL

PACK OF 72

PACK OF 3

• Seamless HHH competition ball 
• Excellent playing characteristics 
• Celluloid-free 
• Long-lasting table tennis ball 
• Available in white
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BALLS ACCESSORIES

FUN BALLS 

UNICOLOURED

FUN BALLS 

BICOLOURED

FUN BALLS 

 40-55 MM

• Pack of 6 balls
•  Fun balls available in various colours 

and sizes
• 2 x 40 mm (blue and pink)
• 2 x 44 mm (white and green)
• 2 x 55 mm (white and yellow)

FUN BALLS 

SPORTS

• Pack of 6 balls
• Fun balls in various sports prints
• 2 x football print (white and blue)
• 2 x basketball print (yellow and orange)
• 2 x baseball print (pink and green)
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ACCESSORIES

ROLLERBOX ALU

• Rolling pin made from aluminium
•  Can be used as ballbox and hold four 

balls
• Material: aluminium 
• Colour:  aluminium silver
• Balls not included

BALLBOX LOGO

• Can contain 3 balls 
• Balls not included

OVERVIEW BALLS

BALL FAMILY ARTICLES INFORMATION

TIBHAR SYNTT NG
HHH 40+  SYNTT NG This ball is a new version of the SynTT ball.

It combines the best quality of roundness, hardness and longevity. The NG ball offers a 
high, even ball bounce at a little less spin compared to the SynTT ball.BASIC 40+  SYNTT NG

TIBHAR SL
HHH 40+ SL Seamless table tennis ball with high, even ball bounce.

This ball produces less rotation than the SynTT and the 
celluloid balls.BASIC 40+ SL
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SPONGES / GLUES GLUES

SPONGE MICRO

• Dual sponge made from microfibre and leather 
• Optimal rubber cleaning 
• Microfibre side for rubber cleaner application 
•  Chamois leather side for cleaner surplus absorption and 

rubber cleaning 
• Composition: genuine chamois leather / polyester

VS TOP GLUE

• Fast-drying VOC-free glue
•  Delivered with sponge applicators for regular glue  

application on blade and rubber surface  
• 90 ml

SPONGE GRIP

• New design
•  Easy handling of the rubber cleaner through small  

sponge size

SPONGE TWIN

• Dual sponge made from artificial leather and soft foam 
• Artifical leather side for rubber cleaner application
•  Soft foam side for cleaner surplus absorption and optimal 

rubber cleaning 
• Composition: artificial leather / soft foam

RUBBER CLEANER SPONGE

• Composition: genuine chamois leather

SPONGE COMBI

• Combi sponge for optimal rubber cleaning
• Artificial leather side for rubber cleaner application
•  Chamois leather side for cleaner surplus absorption and 

rubber cleaning 
• Composition: genuine chamois leather / artificial leather
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GLUES

CLEAN FIX

500 G REFILL
•  Water-based VOC-free glue 
• With sponge applicator for easy application
• Drying period is approx. 5 minutes
• Glue to be applied on both rubber and blade
• Refill

25 G
• With sponge applicator

CLUE

150 ML
•  VOC - free glue on water basis and natural  

caoutchouc 
• Meets ITTF guidelines 
• Easy application thanks to the integrated brush 
• Quick drying phase (5 - 10 minutes) 
• Easy removing of the rubber from the blade 
• Easy removing of glue remains

25 G
• With sponge applicator for easy application 

POWER CLUE

250 ML
• VOC-free natural rubber glue
• Fast drying time (5-10min)
• Very easy to handle due to its viscous consistency
•  Easy spreading on rubbers and blades with the 

supplied sponges
• Covering can be easily removed from the blade
•  Adhesive residues can simply be removed from the 

rubber

100 ML

CLEAN COAT

• VOC-free blade lacquer 
•  Blade protection against damages from rubber 

removal 
• Integrated sponge applicator 
• 25 g
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CLEANER EDGE TAPES

RUBBER CLEANER 1000 ML

• VOC-free 
• Longer rubber durability 
•  Removes dust and transpiration off 

the rubber surface  
• Maintains a good rubber adherence
• Refill

RUBBER CLEANER

250 ML
• Pump spray bottle

100 ML
• With sponge applicator

RUBBER CLEANER GRIP

125 ML
•  Cleans, protects and confers grip to 

all table tennis rubbers 
• Pump spray bottle

250 ML
• Pump spray bottle

2IN1 CLEANER

• VOC-free
• With mounted cloth
• Longer rubber durability
• Maintains a good rubber adherence

REINIGER GRIPTABLE CLEANER

• Table cleaner with spray atomizer
•  Particularly effective to remove dirt 

and grease residues from table tennis 
tables

POWER WIPES

• Desinfecting cleaning wipes
• Practical dispenser box
• Also effective against SARS-COV-2
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EDGE TAPES

PROTECTION TAPE SOFT EDGE

• Self-adhesive edge tape for one bat 
•  Protects the bat edge thanks to the feather-light 

foam

EDGE TAPE EVOLUTION

5 M
• 12 mm: black, red

50 M
• 12 mm: black, red

EDGE TAPE CLASSIC

5 M
• 9 mm: black
• 12 mm: grey, navy blue

50 M
• 9 mm: black
• 12 mm: grey, navy blue

EDGE TAPE

5 M
• 9 mm: red
• 12 mm: blue

50 M
• 9 mm: red
• 12 mm: blue
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ACCESSORIES

SUPER GRIP TAPE

• Very tacky nano-tech grip tape 
•  Special surface for optimal sweat 

absorption 
• Very handy 
• Length: 110 cm 
• Content: 2 pieces 
• Colours: blue, neon-yellow, black

RUBBER CUTTING KNIFE

COMFORT
•  Extremely sharp knife 
• Anti-slippery grip 
• Easy rubber cutting

EASY
• Anti-slippery grip 
• Good price/quality ratio

SELF ADHESIVE FILM DUO

• VOC-free self-adhesive film 
• Two different gluing intensities 
•  Weaker adhering side avoiding blade 

damage when the rubber is being 
removed 

• 1 piece

SELF ADHESIVE FILM

• VOC-free extra thin self-adhesive film 
•  Ideal for a first assembly of the 

rubbers 
•  Can be used with pimple rubbers 

without sponge 
• 1 piece

RUBBER PROTECTION SHEET FRESH

• 1 piece

RUBBER ROLLING PIN
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COMPETITION TABLES COMPETITION TABLES

A CLASS OF ITS OWN
The Absolute-W advanced meets new heights in terms of playability, safety 
and quality. The special design of the table surface with its multi-layer 
structure and UV-cured topcoat produces consistently perfect playing cha-
racteristics over the entire surface and enormous stability and resistance. 
The specially developed colour „Les Yeux Bleus“ gives the player a pleasant 
feeling of the game whilst also providing the best optical properties for 
digital filming and photographs. The special undercarriage with its 2 x 4 
wheels, sets new standards of handling and stability.  The Absolute-
W is particularly suitable for wheelchair players because of the amount of 
space under the table top, approximately 420 mm between the end of the 
table and the outer feet. Of course, it goes without saying for a table of this 
quality, it also features a solid and easy to use security mechanism which 
locks the table in the open and folded positions.
At the final point of production, the table undergoes strict quality controls 
with multiple test stations.

TABLE TOP 

UV finish coating

Base coating

Top – fibreboard

Core – fibreboard

MDF frame
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COMPETITION TABLES

ABSOLUTE-W ADVANCED
Dimensions:
Playing position:  2740x1525x760 mm
Storage position:  580x1525x1620 mm
Weight:  142 kg
Colour:  „Les Yeux Bleus“ – turquoise

•  Compact table tennis table for professional use. 
• Meets new heights in terms of playing characteristics and safety
• ITTF approved
• Complies with the European Norm 14468-1 Class A
• Suitable for wheelchair players, thanks to the approx. 420 mm free space at the table ends
• 25 mm thick, multi-layer tops for optimal playing characteristics 
• Revolutionary undercarriage with 2 x 4 wheels (2 wheels with brake system) for optimal handling and stability
• Precise height adjustment with solid rubber feet
• Unique table top colour for a pleasant playing feeling 
• ITTF approved integral net (black) delivered with the table
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TABLES TABLES

SP 1000
Colour: blue
Surface: 18 mm MDF
Undercarriage: 40x40 mm square profile tube
Frame profile: 40x20 mm
Wheels: Ø 75 mm, 8 pieces

SP 2000
Colour: blue
Surface: 22 mm MDF
Undercarriage: 50x50 mm square profile tube
Frame profile: 50x20 mm
Wheels: Ø 100 mm, 8 pieces
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TABLES

SP 3000
Colour: blue
Surface: 22 mm MDF
Undercarriage: 50x50 mm square profile tube
Frame profile: 50x20 mm
Wheels: Ø 125 mm, 8 pieces

SP ALLSTAR
Colour: blue
Surface: 25 mm MDF
Undercarriage: 50x50 mm square profile tube
Frame profile: 50x20 mm
Wheels: Ø 125 mm, 8 pieces

ITTF approved
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COMPETITION TABLES COMPETITION TABLES / ACCESSORIES

SMASH 28/SC
• Super Comptact table, can be opened by one person
• Both sides open simultaneously
•  Pressurized gas cylinders counterbalance the weight of the 

surface
• Secured closing and opening thanks to a security device
• Rear table legs are height adjustable up to 30 mm
•  Table surface and construction adhere to class A of the  

European Norm 14468-1
• Table delivered assembled 
• Available in green and blue, without net set
• ITTF approved

SMASH 28/R
•  Competition table of the European Championships 1998, 2002, 

2014, 2015 and 2019, of the European games 2019 as well as  
the World Championships 2007

• ITTF approved
• Each table half can be transported separately 
• Available in green and blue
• Without net set
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COMPETITION TABLES / ACCESSORIES

SMASH 28
•  Each table half is equipped with two rubber-coated transport 

wheels for ease of transportation 
• Available in green and blue, without net set
• ITTF approved

BALL COLLECTING NET

• For training sessions (service) 
• Easy and quick mounting at the table

BALL SECURITY NET WITHOUT IMAGE

• Good price/quality ratio
• Easy mounting at the table
• Ideal accessory for effective service training

PROTECTION COVER FOR TABLES
• Suitable for all foldable table tennis tables 
• With zipper 
• With fixing string 
• Polyethylene, transparent 
• 150 x 160 x 55-80 cm
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HOBBY TABLES HOBBY TABLES

TIBHAR 3600 W
• Good price/quality ratio for this robust hobby table 
• 5 mm fine chipboard, both sides coated 
• Automatic undercarriage with wheels 
• With net set, without balls and bats  
• Available in blue

TIBHAR 3000
• 19 mm multi-coated fine chipboard 
• Metal frame 
• Robust automatic light profile steel undercarriage with wheels 
• Very high stability 
• With net set, without balls and bats 
• Available in blue
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HOBBY TABLES

TIBHAR 1200
• 16 mm multi-coated fine chipboard  
• Metal frame 
• Automatic undercarriage with wheels 
• With net set, without balls and bats  
• Available in blue

TIBHAR 1000
• Good price/quality ratio for this robust hobby table 
• 16 mm multi-coated fine chipboard 
• Automatic undercarriage with wheels 
• With net set, without balls and bats 
• Available in blue
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NETS / ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

NET SMASH

•  Net of the European Championships 1998 and 2002 and 
World Championships 2007 

•  Very robust and stable steel construction with granular 
finish 

• Large fastening screws 
• Easy height adjustment 
• Table protection through rubber pads  
• ITTF approved 
• Spare net can be ordered separately 
• Available in green and blue

NET CLIP

• ITTF approved net 
• Very stable steel construction, granular finish 
• Easy and practical handling due to solid clip fastenings 
• Rubber cover for table protection 
• Spare net can be ordered separately 
• Available in green and blue

NET HOBBY CLIP

• Hobby use 
• Robust steel construction 
• Easy clip fastening, height adjustable 
• Available in black

NET FUN

• Hobby net
• Easy handling thanks to the net clips
• Gummed attachments for optimal table protection
• Simple folding mechanism
• Easy stowage
• Available in blue
• Dimensions: 19 x 14 x 4,5 cm (rolled)

NET MEASURING  
GAUGE

•  Net gauge to measure 
the prescribed net height 
and maximum rubber 
thickness

POINT COUNTER BASIC

• Good price/quality ratio
• For the use in clubs

NET MEASURING GAUGE 
WITH WEIGHT

•  Metal net gauge to 
measure the prescribed 
net height and maximum 
rubber thickness
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ACCESSORIES

SCORER

•  Foldable scorer „Home-visitors“ 
• With numbers from 0-29
• Available in English, German and French

POINT COUNTER TIBHAR

• Very stable point counter, ideal for the use in clubs
• Delivered with numbers 0-21 (points) and 0-5 (sets)
• Foldable for a secured storage

POINT COUNTER SMASH

• Very stable 
• With numbers from 0 - 20 and 0 - 5 (sets) 
• Folded, easy to store

POINT COUNTER TIME OUT

•  Foldable plastic-coated board with PVC numbers from  
0 - 20 and 0 - 5 (sets) 

• Yellow, red and time-out cards included

UMPIRE‘S SET

•  Contains 2 yellow cards, 2 red cards, 2 white Time-Out 
cards, 

• 1 coin, 1 net gauge

UMPIRE‘S SET IN CASE

•  Contains 2 yellow cards, 2 red cards, 2 white Time-Out 
cards, 

• 1 coin, 1 net gauge 
• Comes in a functional case
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

SURROUNDS FULLCOVER

• Robust 210D nylon cloth 
• Covers the rods completely 
• Steel pipe rods 
• Only available with TIBHAR logo imprint on one side 
• Available in green, blue and black 
• 2.33 m

UMPIRE‘S TABLE PRO

• Colour: black
• Dimensions: 154 x 71 x 41 cm (flipped open) 
  81 x 71 x 22 cm (folded)
• Composition: wood

SURROUNDS COMPLETE

• Steel tubing rods, PVC cloth 
• With or without TIBHAR imprint  
• Rods and cloth can be ordered separately  
• Available in green and blue

2,00 M WITHOUT IMPRINT

2,00 M WITH IMPRINT ON ONE SIDE

2,33 M WITH IMPRINT ON ONE SIDE

UMPIRE‘S TABLE

• Easy mounting on any umpire table 
• PVC numbers from 0 - 20 
• 80x32x70 cm 
• Available in green, blue and black

SCORER

• Easy mounting on any umpire table 
• PVC numbers from 0 - 20 
• Equipment for umpire‘s table

WOODEN TOWEL BOX

• Stable wooden construction
• Plain, dark design
• Black
• 35 x 35 x 85 cm

CARDBOARD TOWEL BOX

LARGE
• Foldable
• Available in black
• 31x31x82 cm

SMALL
• Foldable
• Available in black
• 28,3x28,3x78 cm
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ACCESSORIES

BALL COLLECTOR

• Training assistant 
• Useful ball collecting tool 
•  No annoying bending thanks to long handle 
• Capacity approx. 130 balls 
• Available in blue

COACH BALL COLLECTOR

• For the quick and easy collection of balls
•  No annoying bending thanks to length-adjustable  

telescopic handle
• Colour: blue
• Composition: plastic

NET COLLECTOR TIBHAR

•  Very handy ball collecting net with practical telescopic 
handle, adjustable to the person‘s height

• Allows easy ball collecting after each match
• Ideal for the use in clubs

SPIN-TRAINER

•  New TIBHAR training machine for various spin exercises 
(topspin, undercut)

• In the foreground: an ideal bat/ball contact sensation
• The bi-coloured ball evaluates spin direction and strength

MINI TABLE

• Delivered with net set  
• Foldable feet for easy storage 
• 90x45x76 cm

MIDI TABLE

• Delivered with net set 
• Foldable feet for easy storage 
• 180x80x76 cm
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ROBOPRO MASTER

• The further development of the robot ROBOPRO GENIUS 
• Very robust with ball-capturing net
• Features two heads
• Real playing atmosphere
• Programme for 30 different exercises
• The few pieces subject to wear are all replacable 
• Supplied with a ball collecting net

ROBOPRO JUNIOR

•  Small and very compact table tennis ball machine for 
beginners and experienced players 

•  For learning and improving basic and proven table tennis 
techniques 

•  The rotative head allows you to hit almost every spot on 
the table  

• Features a remote control 
• Ball collecting net not included

ROBOTS ROBOTS

Robot instruction manual available 
in PDF format on 
www.tibhar.com
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ROBOTS

ROBOPRO GENIUS

• High-quality and robust table tennis robot
• Easy handling
• With foldable net and wheels
• Large variety of different playing programmes with remote control 
•  Complete set of exercises with up to 999 balls at a time and 11  

different ball positions on the table
• The few pieces subject to wear are all replacable
• Supplied with a ball collecting net

ROBOPRO PLUS

• High-quality robot
• Easy handling
• With foldable net and wheels
• Large variety of different playing programmes with remote control 
• The few pieces subject to wear are all replacable
• Supplied with a ball collecting net

A complete set of exercises with 
up to 999 balls at a time and 11 diffe-
rent ball positions on the table can 
be programmed.
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PRIMUS PRIMUS

PRIMUS TRACKSUIT
Colours:  red/black, blue/yellow, black/red,  

yellow/black
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Integrated sweat absorption band in the neck area
• Light and comfortable functional material
• Two side, very discreet pockets with zipper
• Elastic cuffs
• Logo “Play it your way!“ printed on the sleeves
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Form-fitting cut
• Fashionable “Play it your way!“ design on the legs
• Leg‘s end with zipper
• Elastic waistband with drawcord
• Jacket and trousers available separately

UNISEX   DRY

COOL

  

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE

PRIMUS TRACKSUIT:  
Light functional material
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PRIMUS

PRIMUS SHIRT
Colours:  red/black, blue/yellow, black/red, 

yellow/black
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Sweat absorption band in the neck area
•  Light and breathable high-tech fabric in a fashionable look
• Pleasant wear
• Logo “Play it your way!“ printed on the sleeves
• Button line

UNISEX     ELASTIC

BI-

    BACK

PRINTABLE

PRIMUS SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with drawcord
• Two side pockets
• Soft and pleasant functional material
• Loose cut for optimum freedom of movement
• Logo “Play it your way!“ printed on the trousers‘ legs
• Without inside slip

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE

PRIMUS SHIRT:  
breathable high-tech fabric
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GAME GAME

GAME TRACKSUIT
Colours:  turquoise/navy blue, red/navy blue, 

grey/black, blue/navy blue
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Soft, stretchable functional material with long durability
•  Lightweight, breathable fabric ensures pleasant wearing 

comfort
• Two side pockets with zipper 
• Elastic waistband with drawcord
• Form-fitting cut
• Leg end with zipper
• Jacket and trousers available separately

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE     BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME TRACKSUIT:  
functional material with long 
durability
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GAME

GAME SHIRT
Colours: blue/royal blue, red/navy blue
Sizes: 5XS - 5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Light functional material
• Optimum breathing activity
• Great wearing comfort thanks to form-fitting cut
• Freedom of movement 
• Button line

UNISEX   

INDOOR

  

SHAPE

RETAINING     KIDS   BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME SHORTS
Colours: black, navy blue
Sizes: 5XS - 5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Pleasant wearing comfort due to light microfibre material
• Elastic waistband with drawcord
• Two side pockets
• Straight, comfortable cut
• Without inside slip

UNISEX   KIDS

GAME SHIRT COTTON
Colours: blue/royal blue, red/navy blue
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 94% cotton, 6% elastane

• Optimum wearing comfort thanks to cotton composition
• Button line

UNISEX     BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME POLYESTER:  
optimum breathing activity
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GAME / GAME PRO GAME LADY / GAME PRO LADY

GAME PRO SHIRT
Colours:  turquoise/navy blue, grey/black, 

blue/navy blue
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition:  100% polyester

• New functional material 
• Flexible fabric
• Optimum breathing activity
• Light and soft microfibre, great wearing comfort 
• Contrasted seams
• Modern fabric streaked with grey
• Button line

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE       ELASTIC

BI-

  BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME T-SHIRT
Colours:  neon orange/grey, navy blue/blue, 

black/yellow
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Ergonomic cut
• High wearing comfort
• Optimum heat and moisture management
• Round neck

UNISEX   

POLYESTER

JERSEY   

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME PRO:  
flexible functional fabric

GAME T-SHIRT:  
optimum heat and moisture 
management
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GAME LADY / GAME PRO LADY

GAME LADY SHIRT
Colours: blue/royal blue
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Lightweight, breathable functional fabric
• Optimum wearing comfort thanks to form-fitting cut
• Freedom of movement 
• Lady cut 
• Button line

LADIES     

SHAPE

RETAINING     BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME LADY TRACKSUIT
Colours: purple/black, pink/navy blue
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Soft, stretchable functional material with high durability
• Lightweight, breathable fabric ensures pleasant wearing comfort
• Two side pockets with zipper 
• Elastic waistband with drawcord
• Form-fitting lady cut
• Leg‘s end with zipper
• Jacket and trousers available separately

LADIES   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE     BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME PRO LADY SHIRT
Colours: purple/black, pink/navy blue
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• New functional material 
• Flexible fabric
• Optimum breathing activity
• Light and soft microfibre, great wearing comfort 
• Contrasted seams
• Modern fabric streaked with grey
• V collar

LADIES   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE     ELASTIC

BI-

  BACK

PRINTABLE

GAME PRO LADY:  
new functional material

GAME LADY:  
light functional material
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CLASS LADY / GLOBE LADY GLOBE LADY

CLASS LADY SHIRT
Colour: pink
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Very soft and light functional material
• Form-fitting cut
•  Optimum wearing comfort thanks to breathable and elastic 

microfibre
• Round collar

LADIES   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE         BACK

PRINTABLE

CLASS LADY SKORT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Wide and elastic waistband
• Form-fitting cut
• Integrated slip
• Soft functional material
• Optimum wearing comfort
• Nice design

LADIES   ELASTIC

BI-

  

SHAPE

RETAINING

GLOBE LADY TRACKSUIT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS - 3XL
Composition: 95% polyester, 5% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band on the neck
• Newly developed soft and quick-drying functional fabric with stretch
• Silver TIBHAR logo on chest, neck area and trousers‘ legs
• Two side pockets with contrasted zipper (jacket and trousers)
• Reflection TIBHAR slogan “Play it your way!“ on the sleeve‘s front
• Lady cut
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately

LADIES   DRY

COOL

  

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE

CLASS LADY:  
breathable and elastic  
microfibre
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GLOBE LADY

GLOBE LADY:  
new high-tech fabric

GLOBE LADY SHIRT
Colours: orange, purple
Sizes: XXS - 3XL
Composition:  61% polyamide, 26% polyester, 

13% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band in neck area
• Short sleeves
• Optimal humidity management 
• New breathable high-tech fabric
• Lady cut
• Very soft and comfortable functional fabric

LADIES     

SOFT

MICROFIBRE       BACK

PRINTABLE

GLOBE LADY SKORT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS - 3XL
Composition:  87% polyester, 13% elastane

• Wide elastic waistband
• Form-fitting cut
• Integrated sewn hotpants
• Soft functional fabric with optimal comfort

LADIES   ELASTIC

BI-

  

SHAPE

RETAINING
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GLOBE GLOBE

GLOBE TRACKSUIT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS - 4XL
Composition: 95% polyester, 5% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band in the neck area
•  Silver-coloured TIBHAR logo on chest, neck area and trousers‘ 

leg
• Reflection TIBHAR slogan “Play it your way!“ on the sleeve‘s front
• New soft, elastic and quick-drying fabric
• Contrasted zippers on jacket and trousers 
• Form-fitting cut
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately

DRY

COOL

  

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE
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GLOBE

GLOBE:  
breathable high-tech fabric

GLOBE SHIRT
Colours: black, blue, red
Sizes: 5XS - 5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Integrated sweat absorption band in the neck area
• Silver TIBHAR logo on the chest
•  Adjustable opening thanks to zipped V collar in contrasted 

silver
• Light and breathable high-tech fabric
• Very comfortable cut

  KIDS   ELASTIC

BI-

      BACK

PRINTABLE

GLOBE SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: 5XS - 5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with cord
• Two side pockets
• Soft and comfortable functional fabric
• Wide cut for freedom of movement
• Without inside slip

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE   KIDS
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GLOBE PLAY / TT-FLEX

GLOBE HOODIE
Colours: blue, grey
Sizes: XXS - 4XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Integrated sweat absorption band in neck area
• With hood
• Silver TIBHAR logo on the chest
• Soft, comfortable functional fabric 
• Modern reflection GLOBE logo on lower back part
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Elastic cuffs and seam

UNISEX   MAX

COOL

  

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE
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PLAY / TT-FLEX

PLAY TT-SHIRT
Colours: blue, anthracite
Sizes: XXS - 5XL
Composition:  60% polyamide, 30% polyester,  

10% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band in the neck area
• Round collar
• Contrasted seams
• Soft and light sports fabric, stretchy and functional

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE   

INDOOR

  ELASTIC

BI-

  BACK

PRINTABLE

TT FLEX SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS - 3XL
Composition:  87% polyester, 13% elastane

• Integrated ball pocket with zipper
• Elastic waistband with white cord
• Two side pockets
• With inside slip
• Comfortable elastic polyester fabric
• Trendy and sleek design

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE
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SELECT PRIME

SELECT TT-SHIRT
Colours: blue, grey, red
Sizes: XXS–5XL
Front: 76% polyester, 24% elastane
Back: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band with Tibhar logo
• Round collar
• Form-fitting cut
•  Newly developed indoor microflex fabric on the side and  

on the back
• Flat seams, no chafing
• Very soft and ultra-light fabric
• Sleek design

UNISEX   

MICRO

FLEX     ELASTIC

BI-

      BACK

PRINTABLE

SELECT and PRIME:  
optimized outdoor fabric 
technology adapted to 
indoor sports
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PRIME

TIBHAR LADY SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Shorter and form-fitting ladies cut

LADIES   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE   

PRIME SHIRT
Colours: black, blue, red
Sizes: XXS–5XL
Front: 100% polyester
Back: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

• Integrated sweat absorption band with Tibhar logo
• Microfibre collar
• Seamless high-quality zipper
• Form-fitting cut, elastic fabric
•  Newly developed indoor microflex fabric on the side 

and on the back
• Flat seams, no chafing
• Very soft and ultra-light fabric
• Sleek design

UNISEX   

MICRO

FLEX     ELASTIC

BI-

      BACK

PRINTABLE

TIBHAR SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with cord
• Two side pockets
• Without inside slip
• Sleek design
• Very comfortable thanks to a new function fabric
• Available in three different cuts

UNISEX   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE   

Short Cut (SC)

Long Cut (LC)

Medium Cut (MC)

Lady
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GYM CROSS

GYM JOGGING TRACKSUIT
Colour: streaked with grey
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Composition: 85% cotton, 15% polyester

• Hood with adjustable cord
• Zipped chest pocket
• Two zipped pockets on the side with rubber borders
• Elastic bordering at sleeves‘ end and seam ending
• Elastic waistband with cord
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately
• Tight-cut trousers‘ legs
• Special knee inserts for better movement freedom
• Tight, open trousers‘ ends with elastic border

UNISEX   

SHAPE

RETAINING     BACK

PRINTABLE
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CROSS

CROSS T-SHIRT
Colours: black, blue, red
Sizes: 5XS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Round collar
• Very comfortable thanks to its functional fabric
• Printed front
• Ergonomic cut

UNISEX   KIDS   BACK

PRINTABLE
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ASTRA ASTRA

ASTRA SHIRT
Colours: blue, green, red, turquoise
Sizes: 5XS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Integrated sweat absorption band
• Button line in contrasted colour
• Flat seams
• Comfortable raglan sleeves
• Modern microfibre for indoor sports
• Sublimated imprint without disturbing seams

UNISEX   KIDS   

INDOOR

  

SHAPE

RETAINING       BACK

PRINTABLE
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ASTRA

ASTRA TRACKSUIT
Colours: blue, green, red, turquoise
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Composition:  94% polyester, 6% elastane

• Hard-wearing but light functional fabric
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Seam and sleeves‘ end  with elastic bordering
• Trousers with two side pockets with zipper
• Conic cut
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately
• Zipped opening at trousers‘ end

UNISEX   

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE
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ASTRA / ASTRA LADY ASTRA LADY

ASTRA LADY SHIRT
Colours: pink, blue
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Integrated sweat absorption band
• Comfortable raglan sleeves
• Flat seams
• Sublimated imprint without disturbing seams
• Very comfortable microfibre for indoor sports
• Lady fitting cut

LADIES   

INDOOR

  

SHAPE

RETAINING       BACK

PRINTABLE

ASTRA SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: 5XS-5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with cord
• Two side pockets
• Comfortable, breathable microfibre
• Without inside slip
• Modern microfibre for indoor sports

UNISEX   KIDS   

DOBBY

DRYFIT
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ASTRA LADY

ASTRA LADY TRACKSUIT
Colour:  pink
Sizes: XXS-3XL
Composition: 94% polyester, 6% elastane

• Hard-wearing but light functional fabric
• Lady fitting cut
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Seam and sleeves‘ end  with elastic bordering
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately
• Zipped openingat trousers‘ end

LADIES   

SHAPE

RETAINING   BACK

PRINTABLE
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STRIPE STRIPE

STRIPE TRACKSUIT
Jacket: blue/black
Trousers: black
Sizes: XXS–4XL
Composition: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

• Bottom of collar in different colour
• Modern functional microfibre
• Mesh lining
• Two side pockets with zipper
• Jacket and trousers can be supplied separately
• Elastic cuffs at wrists and waist
• Straight cut
• Zipped opening at trousers‘ end

UNISEX   

DOBBY

DRYFIT     BACK

PRINTABLE
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STRIPE

STRIPE SHIRT
Colours: blue, black
Sizes: 5XS–5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Seamless neck area
• Integrated sweat absorption band
• Button line
• Inserts in armpit area for unlimited freedom of movement
• New functional fabric, light and fast-drying
• Flat waist seams

UNISEX   KIDS   

INDOOR

  

SHAPE

RETAINING     BACK

PRINTABLE

STRIPE SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: 5XS–5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with cord
• Two side pockets
• Side mesh inserts for optimal ventilation
• Without inside slip
• Straight, comfortable cut

UNISEX   KIDS   

DOBBY

DRYFIT   
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TEXTILES TEXTILES / TEXTILE TECHNOLOGIES

DUO SHORTS
Colours: black, navy blue
Sizes: XXS – 4XL
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Very comfortable microfibre shorts 
• Fast heat evaporation  
• Elastic waistband with cord  
• Ergonomic cut
• Two side pockets

UNISEX   KIDS

GENIUS SHORTS
Colour: black
Sizes: 5XS–5XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Elastic waistband with cord
• Two side pockets
• Side mesh inserts for optimal ventilation
• Without inside slip
• Long, wide cut

UNISEX   KIDS   

SOFT

MICROFIBRE

FASHION SKORT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS–3XL
Composition: 80% nylon, 20% polyester

•  Practical cut for optimal freedom of movement
• Elastic waist
• Integrated hotpants
• Form-fitting cut
• Optimal body climate
• Reflection print

LADIES   ELASTIC

BI-

LADY SKORT
Colour: black
Sizes: XXS – 4XL
Composition:  85% polyester, 15% elastane

•  Multifunctional skirt with integrated slip
• High fabric elasticity for great comfort  
• Optimal heat and sweat regulation 
• Elastic waistband

LADIES   

SHAPE

RETAINING   ELASTIC

BI-
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TEXTILES / TEXTILE TECHNOLOGIES

EVOLUTION T-SHIRT
Colours: black, blue, red, green
Sizes: XXS-4XL
Composition: 100% polyester

• Round collar
• Optimal body climate
• EVOLUTION imprint on the front
• Ergonomic cut

UNISEX     

SHAPE

RETAINING     BACK

PRINTABLE

TECHNOLOGIES

ELASTIC

BI- Bi-Elastic 
The elastic fibres give the fabric multi-directional mobility . 
The fabric can be stretched up to 150% and returns to its 
original shape.

Cotton Feeling 
Soft woven fabric with cotton-like surface. Gentle feeling of 
cotton on the skin combined with the advantages of the 
functional fibre.

Efferent Dry 
Evacuates the moisture directly to the outside and dries 
quickly. Heat and sweat are carried away from the body. The 
moisture is transported not only into the fabric, but also to the 
surface, where it can evaporate very fast.

INDOOR Indoor Light 
Special function fibre conceived for indoor sports increa-
sing the sweat permeability. The sweat is collected in 
transverse channels and evacuated. Light weight ensures 
high wearing comfort. LADIES

Ladies 
Cuts especially for women who want a tight fit and waisted 
cuts.

BACK

PRINTABLE Printable Back 
Sufficient space on the monochrome back to place your 
club‘s name or your logos.

SHAPE

RETAINING

Shape Retaining 
Form stability even after repeated washing and wearing. No 
distortion or curling of the fabric.

SPEED DRY 
The fabric ensures a constant thermal climate, no moisture 
concentrations occur as the fabric quickly absorbs, distributes 
and evacuates the moisture to the outside.

Super Soft 
Very soft functional fabric. Very pleasant wearing properties 
on the skin.  

DRY

COOL Cool Dry 
Modern polyester microfibre, which is characterized by 
extreme stretchability and shape stability.

DOBBY

DRYFIT

Dobby Dry fit 
Perfect body climate through breathable microfibre. Fine 
woven cloth with honeycomb surface.

INDOOR

COOL

Indoor Cool 
Indoor sports fabric, developed especially to be worn close 
to the body. Breath-active fabric transports sweat away 
from body and regulates body temperature. The player 
feels cooler and drier.

KIDS

Kids 
Many of our textiles are also available in very small children 
sizes such as 4XS and 5XS.

MICRO

FLEX

Microflex 
This new fabric for indoor sports‘ clothing transports the 
humdity to the outside and confers a fresh and pleasant 
sensation on your skin. Thanks to the Microflex technology, 
the fabric remains flexible in any situation. It does not absorb 
transpiration and does not stick on the skin.

Pure Cotton 
Finest Egyptian cotton, very absorbent, skin-friendly, low 
allergy potential, long-lasting and easy to care, wear-resistant 
and stretchy.

SOFT

MICROFIBRE

Soft Microfibre 
Very durable microfibre, which is resitant against fluff 
formation and thus extremely easy to care. Soft feeling on 
the skin. Rapid evaporation of absorbed moisture, thus 
extremely fast drying and breathable.

POLYESTER

JERSEY

Stretch Jersey 
Very elastic fabric with high wearing comfort and heat 
evaporation. Smooth surface with slightly shiny structure.

UNISEX

Unisex 
The clothing cuts are designed for men and women. The 
wear comfort and freedom of movement are guaranteed 
for both.
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SOCKS SOCKS

FRANCE SOCKS
Colour: blue/white/red
Sizes: 36-38 / 39-41 / 42-44 / 45-47
Composition: 90% polyester, 10% elastane

•  Stable, thermo active functional fabric
• Open net weave on upper foot
• Optimal humidity management

CLASSIC SOCKS
Colours:  white/blue, white/grey, white/red
Sizes: 36-38 / 39-41 / 42-44 / 45-47 
Composition:  95% polyester, 3% polyamide, 2% elastane

•  Stable, thermo active functional fabric
• Open net weave on upper foot
• Optimal humidity management

CLASSIC PLUS SOCKS
Colours: white/blue, white/grey, white/red
Sizes: 36-38 / 39-41 / 42-44 / 45-47 
Composition:  76% cotton, 22% polyamide, 2% elastane

•  Stable thermo active functional fabric
• High cotton percentage guarantees better foot stability
• Open net weave on upper foot
• Optimal humidity management
• Frottee fabric inserts on heel and toenail parts for optimal comfort
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SOCKS

TECH SOCKS
Colour: white/black/red
Sizes: 36-38, 39-41, 42-44, 45-47
Composition:  58% cotton, 40% polyamide, 2% elastane

•  High density terry inserts stabilize the foot and joints during dynamic 
movements

• High-quality socks
• Stable through the use of different functional materials
• Optimum moisture removal
• Flat seams provide a special wearing comfort
• Anatomical cut ensures a perfect fit

LINE SOCKS
Colours: white/green, black/red
Sizes: 36-38, 39-41, 42-44, 45-47
Composition:  76% cotton, 22% polyamide, 2%  elastane

• Stable, breathable functional material
• Optimum moisture removal
•  High cotton content for a better hold in the shoe and a comfortable 

wearing comfort

PRO SOCKS
Colours: white/yellow, white/blue
Sizes: 36-38, 39-41, 42-44, 45-47
Composition:  72% cotton, 21% polyester, 4% polyamide, 3% elastane

• Stable, themo active functional material
• Optimum moisture management
• High cotton content
• Gold hold in the shoe
• High shaft
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TOWELS TEXTILES

TRIPLE X FRANCE TOWEL
Colour: blue/red
Dimensions: 50 x 100 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

• Very absorbing frottee towel
• Combed cotton

TRIPLE X TOWEL
Colours: black/yellow, blue/neon orange 
Dimensions: 50 x 100 cm 
Composition: 100% cotton

•  Very absorbent soft frottee towel 
• Combed cotton 
• Bicolour design

EVOLUTION BATH TOWEL
Colour: grey/red
Size: 70 x 130 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

• Soft, absorbent frottee bath towel
• Bicolour EVOLUTION design
• Combed cotton

EVOLUTION TOWEL
Colour: red/grey
Size: 50 x 100 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

• Soft, absorbent frottee towel
• Bicolour EVOLUTION design
• Combed cotton

MICROFIBRE TOWEL
Colour: blue
Dimensions: 40 x 80 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Soft microfibre 
• Comes in a handy carrying bag with cord

GAME TOWEL
Colours: dark blue/red, navy blue/pink, turquoise/navy blue
Size: 50 x 100 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

• Soft, absorbent frottee towel
• Bicolour GAME design
• Combed cotton
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TEXTILES

WARM CAP TIBHAR
Colour: black
Composition: 100% acrylic

• Discreet black cap with red TIBHAR embroidery
• The soft acrylic fabric confers warming function
• One size fits all

HEADBAND LOGO 8 IN 1
Colour: black
Composition: 100% polyester

• Very soft fabric 
• Pratical and multifunctional highlight
• Can be used as a cap, a hair band, a headband etc…

CAP TIBHAR
Colour: black
Composition: 100% acrylic

• Black cap with red TIBHAR embroidery 
•  Individual adjustment through  snap fastener on 

the back
• One size fits all

EVOLUTION  
HEADBAND
Colour: grey
Dimensions: 16 x 5 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

EVOLUTION  
SWEAT BAND BIG
Colour: grey
Dimensions: 12 x 7 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

EVOLUTION  
SWEAT BAND SMALL
Colour: grey
Dimensions: 8 x 6 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

SWEATBAND LARGE
Colour: black
Dimensions: 12 x 7 cm
Composition: 100% cotton

SWEATBAND SMALL
Colour: black
Dimensions: 8 x 6 cm
Composition: 100% cotton
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SHOES SHOES

SPIDER NEO
Colour: blue/neon yellow
Sizes: 36 - 46
Composition: PU, mesh, TPU film

When modern design meets lightness and pure dynamics!
The special sole structure provides enormous dynamics and traction for short and fast movements.
The 2-component phylon material in the middle and heel areas of the shoe sole ensures the greatest possible wearing 
comfort and relieves your joints.
The „ENERGY CONVERTER“ in the heel area absorbs the vibrations resulting from movements and converts them into 
additional energy when pushing off the floor. The upper part of the shoe is made of the most innovative raw materials. 
The new Fin-Protect-System in the front part of the shoe protects the ligaments during short and fast movements. In 
addition, it provides the player with optimal support due to the reinforcements. 
Large, honeycombed meshes combined with the STRONG-TPU material form a very functional unit. In addition to a 
significant weight reduction, this has also resulted in better air circulation in the shoe. The exclusive and modern design 
underlines the special feature of this very light table tennis shoe. The breathable „SOFT SKIN“ microfibre material is 
used in the inner area of the shoe, which raises the wearing comfort to a new level due to its innovative structure.

SOFT-SKIN microfibre for a comfortable fit

STRONG TPU fabric

Extra-strong TPU film for weight reduction and high stability

THE FIN-PROTECT-SYSTEM protects the ligaments during short and fast movements

Mid-sole made from breathable fabric

The ENERGY-CONVERTER absorbs the movement vibrations

Two-component phylon for optimal flexibility in the front and heel area

Special sole construction for optimal dynamic  
and traction in fast movements
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SHOES

TOLEDO TURBO
Colour: black/orange
Sizes: 36 - 46
Composition: PU, mesh

When high-tech meets extraordinary design!
Toledo Turbo is a light table tennis shoe developed for short, fast movements both at the table and in half distance. The 
proven „DIAMOND“ technology has been further developed. With the help of the new „DIAMOND MOVE PRO“ techno-
logy the sole has been equipped with a new, extraordinary profile for maximum mobility and acceleration. The footbed 
of the player is optimally supported and the joints are greatly relieved. The optimum grip of the sole ensures excellent 
ground contact. The heel area has been equipped with EVA protection to further improve wearing comfort. In the upper 
construction of the shoe, large, silver lateral M-protectors connect the front area with the heel and guarantee good 
protection of your ligaments while maintaining high dynamics.
The „DIAMOND MOVE PRO“ technology sets new standards in table tennis!

SOFT-SKIN microfibre for a comfortable fit

New breathable fabric

Lateral M-protectors guarantee good protection of your ligaments

Mid-sole made from breathable fabric

DIAMOND-MOVE-PRO Technology  
for maximum mobility and acceleration

DIAMOND-MOVE-PRO Technology

EVA protection to further improve wearing comfort
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SHOES SHOES

NOVA MOTION LIGHT
Colour: black/red
Sizes: 36 - 46
Composition: Mesh/PU/Phylon/TPU film

 The split sole structure and the use of the proven two-component phylon material provide high flexibility in 
the front and heel area. At the same time, the center of the sole is stabilized so that the force on the joints is 
minimized. 
 The “ENERGY CONVERTER“ in the heel area of the sole absorbs the vibrations caused by rapid movement 
and converted into additional energy. The new NovO2MAX nylon microfibre fabric increases the comfort and 
breathability of the NOVA MOTION LIGHT.
 The new SURROUND-PROTECT technology is designed for maximum dynamics and stability: A very strong 
and tear-resistant PU cover connects both outer and inner sides of the shoe and provides optimal grip. The 
proven breathable and light “SOFT SKIN“ microfibre is used in the inner area of the shoe. The particularly light 
NOVA MOTION LIGHT offers dynamic table tennis players a comfortable fit with optimum grip during fast 
movements.

SOFT-SKIN microfibre for a comfortable fit

NovO2
MAX Nylon microfibre fabric

Extra-strong TPU film for weight reduction and high stability

SURROUND PROTECT Technology

Mid-sole made from breathable fabric

The ENERGY-CONVERTER absorbs the movement vibrations

Two-component phylon for optimal flexibility in the front and heel area

Special sole construction for optimal dynamic  
and traction in fast movements
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SHOES

PROGRESS ROTARIO
Colour: white/red/black
Sizes: 36-46
Composition: Mesh/PU

These shoes feature the proven PROGRESS sole structure. The rubber combination was specially adapted to 
today‘s top-class sports. The sole is hard wearing and long lasting and maintains a good grip. 
The uppers have been re-designed and feature the latest technology and fabric.

SOFT-SKIN microfibre for a comfortable fit

O2
MAX microfibre for an optimal breathing activity

Reinforced front part through the use of STRENGTH FORCE FABRIC

SIDE PROTECT TECHNOLOGY:  
the reinforced side part strengthens the foot stability

Mid-sole made from breathable fabric

Special sole construction for optimal  
dynamic and traction in fast movements
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SHOES SHOES

MESH FLEXLIGHT
Colour: white/black
Sizes: 36–46
Composition: Mesh/PU/Phylon

• Feather-light shoes, only approx. 260 g (for size 43)
• Joint relief
•  „ENERGY CONVERTER“ with additional function in the heel area allows a higher jump
• Breathable „SOFT SKIN“ microfibre inside

SOFT-SKIN microfibre for a comfortable fit

Thermo active nylon, flexible mesh microfibre

PU protection for an optimal ankle stabilization

The ENERGY-CONVERTER absorbs the movement vibrations

Two-component phylon for high stability in front and heel areas
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SHOES

TIBHARLETTE
Colour: black
Sizes: 36-47
Composition: PU

• Bath slippers with preformed footbed
• Reinforced synthetic upper part
• Comfortable wearing
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SYDNEY SYDNEY

SYDNEY COVER
Colours: navy blue/yellow, grey/green
Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 3 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Padded cover for one or two bats
• Side carrying loop
• Additional, small zipped compartment on the front
• Modern colour combination

SYDNEY BAG SMALL
Colours: navy blue/yellow, grey/green
Dimensions: 50 x 28 x 28 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Sports bag featuring a spacious main compartment and a two-way zipper
• Two outer pockets and one front pocket
• Removable inside pocket for wet gear
• Two padded carrying loops enabling conversion into backpack
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SYDNEY

SYDNEY BAG BIG
Colours: navy blue/yellow, grey/green
Dimensions: 70 x 33 x 33 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Big sports bag featuring a spacious main compartment
• Two big side pockets and one front pocket
• Removable inside pocket for wet gear
• Two padded carrying loops enabling conversion into backpack

SYDNEY DOUBLE COVER
Colours: navy blue/yellow, grey/green
Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 6 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Padded cover for two to four bats
• Side carrying loop
• Additional, small zipped compartment on the front
• Modern colour combination

SYDNEY BALL CASE
Colours: navy blue/yellow, grey/green
Dimensions: 9,5 x 4,3 x 9,5 cm
Composition: 100% polyester

• Ball case for three balls
• Optimum damage protection
• Practical fastener thanks to integrated metal hook
• Modern colour combination
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BANGKOK BANGKOK

BANGKOK COVER
Colour: black/red
Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 2 cm
Composition: polyester 1680D + 600D

• Padded cover for one or two bats
• Carrying loop on the side

BANGKOK BACKPACK
Colour: black/red
Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 45 cm
Composition: polyester 1680D + 600D

• Two big compartments with two-way zipper
• Size-adjustable main compartment
• Holder for bag on the back
• Various compartments ensure optimum storage space
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BANGKOK

BANGKOK DOUBLE COVER
Colour: black/red
Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 4 cm
Composition: polyester 1680D + 600D

• Padded cover for one or two bats
• Carrying loop on the side

BANGKOK BAG
Colour: black/red
Dimensions: 65 x 28 x 34 cm
Composition: polyester 1680D + 600D

• Spacious main compartment with two-way zipper
• Various utensil pockets for optimum storage space
• Removable wet compartment inside
• Secret pocket to stow valuables 
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SHANGHAI SHANGHAI

SHANGHAI ROLLER BAG LARGE
Colour: black
Dimensions: 75 x 35 x 35 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Large, high-quality bag with four wheels and extendable telescopic 
handle

• Spacious main compartment
• Numerous additional compartments provide optimum storage space
• Padded straps ensure good carrying comfort even when the bag is full

SHANGHAI TROLLEY BACKPACK
Colour: black
Dimensions: 31 x 55 x 27 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Multifonctional trolley backpack
• Numerous pockets
• Lockable notebook compartment
• Padded back
• Integrated USB connection forpowerbank charging

SHANGHAI COURIER BACKPACK
Colour: black
Dimensions: 38 x 20 x 47 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Spacious backpack with roll closure
• Large main compartment with lots of storage space
• Attached front compartment for utensils
• Padded back side and straps provide wearing comfort

SHANGHAI BACKPACK
Colours: black, blue
Dimensions: 31 x 48 x 23 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Multifonctional backpack
• Numerous pockets
• Lockable notebook compartment
• Padded back
• Integrated USB connection for powerbank charging
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SHANGHAI

SHANGHAI BAG
Colours: black, blue
Dimensions: 64 x 38 x 32 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Sports bag featuring a spacious main compartment, two-way zipper
• Numerous pockets
• Two padded carrying handles enabling conversion into backpack

SHANGHAI SINGLE COVER
Colour:  black 
Dimensions:  22 x 31 x 4 cm
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Padded single cover with TIBHAR logo on the front
• For one or two bats
• Solid two-way zipper

SHANGHAI DOUBLE COVER
Colour:  black
Dimensions:  22 x 31 x 7,5 cm
Composition: 100% polyester

•  Padded double cover with TIBHAR logo on the front 
• For two to four bats
• Solid two-way zipper

SHANGHAI ROUND COVER  
WITH BALL COMPARTMENT
Colours: black, blue
Dimensions: 32,5 x 21,5 x 2 cm 
Composition: 100% polyester

• Padded cover for one or two bats
• Ball compartment
• Practical carrying loop
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GRID METRO

GRID COVER SQUARE
Colours: blue, red
Dimensions: 29 x 5 x 19 cm 
Composition: polyester, EVA

• Square, padded hard shell case for safe storage of a TT bat
• All-around zip
• Outer cover in net design
• Carryling loop
• New, bright colours

GRID BALL CASE
Colours: blue, red
Dimensions: 9,5 x 6 x 9,5 cm 
Composition: polyester, EVA

• Ball case for three balls
• Outer cover in net design
• Practical fastening through integrated metal hook
• New, bright colours

GRID COVER ROUND
Colours: blue, red
Dimensions: 29 x 5 x 19 cm 
Composition: polyester, EVA

• Round, padded hard shell case for safe storage of a TT bat
• Outer cover in net design
• All-around zip
• Carrying loop
• New, bright colours
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METRO

METRO SINGLE COVER
Colours:  navy blue, black/green, black/orange, black/red 
Dimensions:  30 x 20 x 2,5 cm 
Composition:  polyester 420 D

• Rectangular and robust single cover to carry one or two bats  
• Complete opening through zip 
• Features a carrying loop and foam padded outer walls

METRO DOUBLE COVER
Colours:  navy blue, black/green, black/orange, black/red 
Dimensions:  30 x 20 x 5 cm 
Composition:  polyester 420 D

•  Rectangular and robust double cover for two to four bats  
• Complete opening through zip 
•  Features a carrying loop and foam padded outer walls

METRO COVER ROUND
Colours:  navy blue, black/green, black/orange, black/red 
Dimensions:  30,5 x 20 x 2 cm 
Composition:  polyester 420 D

• Round cover featuring a sporty design 
• Features a carrying loop and foam padded outer walls
• Printed coloured applications
• Easy opening through big zipper

METRO COVER ROUND  
WITH BALL COMPARTMENT
Colours:  navy blue, black/green, black/orange, black/red 
Dimensions:  30,5 x 20 x 2 cm 
Composition:  polyester 420 D

•  Round cover with big ball compartment
• Features a carrying loop and foam padded outer walls
• Printed coloured applications
• Easy opening through big zipper
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METRO METRO

METRO BACKPACK
Colour: navy blue/blue
Dimensions: 30 x 38 x 25 cm
Composition: polyester 600 D

•  Spacious main compartment, two-way zipper
• Small middle compartment with single zipper
• Adjustable padded shoulder straps

METRO CINCH SACK
Colour: navy blue/blue
Dimensions: 40 x 31 x 2 cm
Composition: polyester 210 D

•  Integrated adjustable cords 
• Reinforced metal eyes

METRO TROLLEY BAG
Colour: navy blue/blue
Dimensions: 65 x 38 x 36 cm
Composition: polyester 600 D

•  Sports bag on wheels with telescopic grip
• Spacious main compartment, two-way zipper
• Two short carrying handles
• Adjustable and removable padded shoulder strap
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METRO

METRO SHOE BAG
Colour: navy blue 
Dimensions:  40 x 15 x 12 cm 
Composition:  polyester 420 D 

•  Robust shoe bag with ventilation zones
• Outer walls with integrated foam padding 
• Carrying loop

METRO UTENSIL BAG
Colour: navy blue 
Dimensions:  18 x 13 x 6 cm
Composition:  polyester 420 D 

•  Handy utensil purse for the small gear 
• Outer walls with integrated foam protection

METRO BAG
Colour: navy blue/blue
Dimensions: 54 x 34 x 34 cm
Composition: polyester 600 D

•  Spacious main compartment, two-way zipper
• Two side pockets
• Two short carrying handles
• Adjustable and removable padded shoulder strap
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CASES CASES

ALUM CUBE PREMIUM
Colours: black, wooden 
Dimensions:  22 x 29,5 cm
Composition:  aluminium

• Bat box for one bat and three balls 
• Reinforced corners 
• Foam padded walls for an optimal bat protection

BAT CASE ALU  
WITH CARRYING LOOP
Colour:  silver 
Dimensions:  30,5 x 23,5 x 5,5 cm
Composition: aluminium

•  Can hold one bat and three balls
• Integrated padded inlay for optimal care
• Reinforced corners
• Practical carrying loop
• In 3D-optic

DOUBLE BAT CASE ALU
Colour:  silver 
Dimensions:  30,5 x 23,5 x 6,5 cm
Composition: aluminium

•  Can hold two bats and three balls
• Velcro fastener to consolidate each bat
• Reinforced corners
• Practical carrying loop 
• In 3D-optic
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CASES

ALUM CUBE EXCLUSIVE
Colours: silver, blue, pink, royal blue
Dimensions:  22 x 29,5 cm 
Composition:  aluminium

•  Bat box for one bat and three balls 
• Reinforced corners 
• Foam padded walls for an optimal bat protection

BAT COVER PROTECT
Colour: black
Dimensions:  31 x 22 x 3 cm
Composition:  100% Oxford polyester/PP

• Padded bat cover, can hold one or two bats
• Stable plastic inlay inside
• Optimal bat protection
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THERMO BALL BAG
Colour:  black
Dimensions:  13 x 25 cm
Composition:  polyester 600 D / PE foam

• Zipped ball bag, can hold up to 25 balls
• Cold- and heat-resistant thanks to a thermo lining
•  Especially customized for plastic balls, to guarantee long-lasting ball  

playing characteristics
• Adjustable shoulder strap

BAGS / COVERS BAGS / COVERS

SPORT WALLET
Colour: black
Dimensions:  10,5 x 12,5 x 1 cm 
Composition:  600D polyester

• Sporty wallet
• Practical metal hook
• Subtile design

CASUAL  WALLET
Colour: streaked with grey
Dimensions:  11 x 9 x 1,5 cm 
Composition:  300D polyester

• Light wallet, for the daily use
• Modern material streaked with grey 
• Subtile design
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TIBHAR TOILETARY BAG
Colour: black
Dimensions:  28 x 5 x 16 cm 
Composition:  210D ripstop

• Modern and functional toiletary bag
• Can be hung using the upper hook
• Various compartments ensure optimum storage space
• With TIBHAR design

BAT CASE SAFE
Colours:  black, silver
Dimensions:  30 x 20 x 6 cm
Composition:  synthetic leather

• For one or two bats and four balls
• Very stable bat case with carrying loop
• Foam protection inlay
• All-around zipper

BAGS / COVERS
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BAGS / COVERS BAGS / COVERS

FUTURE SINGLE COVER
Colours: black, blue 
Dimensions:  30 x 21 x 3 cm 
Composition:  neoprene

•  Futuristic design
• Can contain one or two bats
• Two-way zipper
• Watertight
• Stain-resistant
• Cold-resistant

FUTURE DOUBLE COVER
Colours: black, blue 
Dimensions:  30 x 21 x 5 cm 
Composition:  neoprene

•  Double cover in futuristic design 
• Can contain two to four bats
• Two-way zippers
• Watertight
• Stain-resistant
• Cold-resistant

LOGIC SINGLE COVER
Colours: black, silver
Dimensions:  30 x 21 x 3 cm
Composition:  neoprene

•  Modern design 
• Can contain one or two bats
• Two-way zipper
• Watertight
• Stain-resistant
• Cold-resistant

LOGIC DOUBLE COVER
Colours: black, silver 
Dimensions:  30 x 21 x 5 cm 
Composition:  neoprene

•  Double cover in modern design
• Can contain two to four bats
• Two-way zippers
• Watertight
• Stain-resistant
• Cold-resistant
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BAGS / COVERS

BAT CASE CARBON ROUND
Colours: silver, black 
Dimensions:  19 x 29 x 5 cm 
Composition:  carbon fibre / EVA

•  Round bat case with reinforced walls 
• Can contain one bat
• Outer shell in carbon design
• All-around zipper
• Carrying loop

BAT CASE CARBON SQUARE
Colours: silver, black 
Dimensions:  19 x 29 x 5 cm
Composition:  carbon fibre / EVA

•  Square bat case with reinforced walls 
• Can contain one bat
• Outer shell in carbon design
• All-around zipper
• Carrying loop

CURVE TRAINER BAG
Colour: black/red 
Dimensions:  24 x 30 x 12 cm 
Composition:  polyester 600 D

• Big main compartment 
• Added-on front pocket for documents in letter size format (DIN A4) 
• Robust two-way zippers 
• Lateral net pocket for carrying drink bottle 
• Adjustable shoulder strap
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

TIBHAR DRINK BOTTLE
Colour:  blue
Content:  600 ml
Composition:  PE

• High-quality drink bottle 
• With level indicator 
• Approved food container 
• Features a patented and hygienic hinged seal

DRINK BOTTLE BALL
Colour:  black
Content:  750 ml 
Composition:  PE

• Modern drink bottle 
• With integrated table tennis ball 
•  Approved food container
• With patented watertight seal 
• Hygienic seal made from PPPR 

ALU DRINK BOTTLE
Colour:  silver aluminium
Content:  500 ml 
Composition:  aluminium

• Stylish drink bottle made from aluminium 
• Approved food container,
• With patented watertight seal 
• Hygienic seal 
• Seal made from PE/PP

ELBOW BRACE
Colour:  black
Sizes:  S, M, L
Composition:   55% nylon / 35% elastane / 

10% polyester

• Comfortable
• Perfect fit
• Flexible, breathable fabric
• Odour-free
• Promotes blood circulation

KNEE SUPPORT
Colour:  black
Sizes:  S, M, L, XL
Composition:   55% nylon / 35% elastane / 

10% polyester

• Comfortable, perfect fit
• Flexible, breathable fabric
• Supportive function
• Complete freedom of movement
• Odour-free

ANKLE BANDAGE
Colour:  black
Sizes:  S, M, L
Composition:   55% nylon / 35% elastane / 

10% polyester

• Comfortable
• Flexible, breathable fabric
• Perfect fit
• Stabilizing function  
• Odour-free
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ACCESSORIES

FLEX DRINK BOTTLE
Colour: grey
Content: 580 ml
Composition: silicone

• Approved food container
• Foldable silicone drink bottle
• Practical metal hook

PRO DRINK BOTTLE
Colour: grey
Content: 850 ml
Composition: TRITAN®

• Approved food container
• Light and stable drink bottle made of tritan 
• Hygienic closure through hinged lid
• With practical carrying handle

CERTIFICATE

TIBHAR

CERTIFICATE

PLAYER

„TECHNIQUE WITH VS“

BOOK
• Only available in English language
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

CLIP CLAP KEY AND CARD HOLDER LOGO BOUNCY BALL

BAT

MINI

MAXI

BAT

MIDI

BAT

PICCOLO

BLADE

MAXI

BLADE 

MINI

MIDI

BLADE

MINI WITH MIRROR
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ACCESSORIES

STRESS BALL

KEY-RING
• Composition:  soft PVC

40+

KEY-RING

BIG SOFT BAT

KEY-RING

BIG METAL BAT

KEY-RING
• Available in black or red

SILVER BAT

KEY-RING
• Solid key-ring

CHIP

KEY-RING
• Key-ring with integrated chip for shopping carts 
•  Loosen the shopping chip by applying pressure to 

the outer edge of the chip
• Composition: metal

MINI BAT LED

KEY-RING
• Key-ring with table tennis bat 
• Integrated LED light

MINI BAT

KEY-RING
• Colours: red/black, black/red

LED

KEY-RING
• Key-ring with small table tennis bat
• Integrated LED lamp
• Colours: red, black
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ACCESSORIES

BAT BIG

NECKLACE
•  Jewellery necklace with big TT bat and ball  
• 46 cm chain with silver security lock 
•  Silver rhodium-plated against oxidation and allergic 

reactions

BAT SMALL

NECKLACE
• Jewellery necklace with small TT bat and ball  
• 46 cm chain with silver security lock 
•  Silver rhodium-plated against oxidation and allergic 

reactions

CRYSTAL

NECKLACE
• Jewellery necklace with 2 little table tennis bats and 1 ball 
• 1 bat with black cristal stones
• 1 bat with white cristal stones 
• 46 cm chain with security lock 
• Silver rhodium-plated against oxidation and allergic reactions

TT BATS

HEADPHONES 

BAT BIG

NECKLACE
• Jewellery necklace with big TT bat and ball  
• 46 cm chain with security lock 
• Gold-plated

BAT SMALL

NECKLACE
• Jewellery necklace with small TT bat and ball  
• 46 cm chain with security lock 
• Gold-plated
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Stay connected

instagram.com/tibhar_crew

www.tibhar.com

facebook.com/tibhar.de



Fenner Str. 62a
66127 Saarbrücken
Germany

www.tibhar.com

Phone: +49 6898 9330-0 
Fax: +49 6898 9330-33
Mail: info@tibhar.de


